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0 DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE PAt

t

Each PAK is designed to be used three alternative ways: 1) an individual
user can work through the packet 9n his own; 2) a small group may work co-
operativelyi or, 3) a group of p4rticipants may be invdlved in a workshop
situation under the leadership of a facilttatdr..,. Experience indicates that
the latter is the most desirable sitptiOn: While an individual may work
through the materials on his own, he misses thdge shared experiences which
come as learners interact in a group situation.

PLEASE NOTE

Because. this PAK will be used by many people in
your district, please mark only the worksheets
supplied by your instructor. Do"not mark the-

.pages of this PAK. Sample transparencies
worksheeta (fcr duplication) are'included in
Appendices?A and B.

If you are using PAK materials in a group workshop situation, consult
Appendix A for detailed instructions. The diagram on the cover page and
diagrams for Appendix A.may be used to make overhead transparencies.

If you are working through the PAK individually, follow the general
directions listed below:

Read content of the PAK.

Refer to Appendix A, page 2, for additional instractions.

Do the exerciSes on worksheets'copies from Appendix B.
(when included)

Read the bibliography (when included):

1k.
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PAX #1.1

FORMINC A REPRESENTATIVE SCHOOL-CIOMMUNTTY COMM.ITTEE

Purpose

This PAK deals with.the Procedures for selecting a representative

school-community committee.t Ways of analyzing the community are

examined to provide a basis for the choice of the committee Mtmbers.

,..After completing this unit the participant should have Ule skills.

necess6rY tO select A representative committee for his particular

cdmmunity.
.

Degrees of School-Community Involvement in a School Improvement Process

The School Improvement P'rocess calls for extentive.community in-

volvement,during Stageg I and II when the school!seducational prageam

is interpreted, the educational problems are'determinecil'and education-

al goals are identified. Later, during Stages III,,1V, and V, com-

munitv involvement.deCreases somewhatr as the'school's program ia

modified, managed, and the resultsreported. Then,,during the final

phase of prOgram evaluation, community involVement is intentified.onCe

_,...mor-6.nd the. entire process Starts Over Again.' (ee page 1)

A. school improvement committee can serve many purposes, The major .

functions *of such a group -- students, staff, parents, concerned-ci:tizens

should be to:

(1) gather the Community's concerns about its schools;

(2) determine the cuYeent educational problems;
'4

-

(3) identity the necessary objectives to be met;
4.

(4) review progress made by schbol staff members in

achieving thesp objectives and resolving the edu-
,

cational problems;

and

(5)6 examine the eyidence by which the strengths and

weipesses of programs may be determined:

A single SchoOl-community commiaee may be formed and:given all of the

above respOnsibilitits, or'several committees may-be-formed and gi-ven

only,o.one or more of these assignments.

It muSt be emphasized that the tunctions of school. improvement cwwitteb.

members will necessarily differ from those of a School board. SOMIkof

these differences are as follows:

4
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School-CommUnity Commitkee,
0

1. Is appointed by thee
school board,.

Is'primarily a cross-
section Of the'interesV
groups of the community.

3. Is an advisory group.

School. Board

1. Is'elected by the
public.

2. Is'primarily a cross-
sectionof geo-v
Araphic divisions of
the community.

3. Is, by law, a decision-
making' proup .

Theifferences in the uncteion's of the .two groups derive from the fact
that while .the coMmittee sdfves to hdvise t'he school board", theschool
board by law makes the final decisions: Committee memberi' ehould. be

advised that their re,commendations will be.11sed whenever possible,
subject tO the approval of the school beard..

It is especially important thatcommittee membera understand that they
are performing,a vital service and believe that theirlcontributions will
be seriously considered.. Both committee members and members.of the pro-
fessional staff should realize that neither will be given veto.power
over the other's recommendations. Only the local board of edUcation has

this power.

1 0
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STRUCTURING A SCHOOL'I1PROVEMENT COMMITTEE

.4

The firse step is for`the school board to shalyze the makeup of the

community in order.to idi6tify its various groups. "Community" in

this context is defined as meaning all those individuals within the

geographie boundaries of a particulv schbol attendance area prchool
district who, hp affected by ,the educational processes taking

.place within'that commilnity,

Thls definiition is su9gested for use as the basis upon whic% your com-

miitee is selected.. For your convenience, liated below are some pos-
;41.b1e distinguishing criteria for metbership on your committee:

Citizens at large

'a. parents of school age.children
b. representatives of community busainesses,

services, religious and cultural organizations
C. representatives of schobl affiliated organizations
d. representatives from ethnic and socio-economic groups
er representatives from governmental,organizations
0..e.taxpaers who have no children in school

2. Citizens directly involved in the educational process

a. sChool bcird, members .410

b. .administrative staff
c. Classroom teachers and other certificated per.sonneI
d. cla.ssified personnel.

3. Btudents

The initial step (in this inStance, selection of a representative com-
.

munity,committee) is the indicator of how successfully the subsequent
procedures will be. implemented. The educational leaders in a community

know best Ihe composition of the co,.munity and its generai attitudes to-

ward its institutions of public education. (Educational Goals and Objectives,

A Model for ComMunity and Professional, Involvement. Produced by Program

.
DevelOpment Center of Northorn Califdrnia, Dr. B. Keith Rose,'Director.)

To insure that all segmer_s of the .community are included for consideration

in forming the committee, it is recommended that F.ri estimate,be made of-

the percentage of the entire community included in each group. This estimate

needs only .to be approximate since it is to be used simply as an indication

of the relative flroportion each group should receive-in the final selection-

of committee members. To.keep the size of the committee functional, one .
person may need to represent a number of groups. Cc,rtainly -Olose most

e.
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4mmodiate1y affected by these educationAl decisions should be involved
in the planning. Therefore,, it is ,of vital importance that a school-
community committee intlude retaxonebcativos from the student body nnd
the school staff. . . .

.

16

Turn tc2 Appekdix 8, Worksheet pages 14-:J - 8-6.

Gook.it ovor, Get separate worklheets from your facil-
ltator and Omplote this exerciw. Work individually
.and sham your results with'your group membvrn.

I

IN1

Tlie next step is..ftir-the school board to resOlve the following important
questions: . A

,

2. 8clw lacrge should".the commiec be for optimum representation
and effective functioning?

2: Should erch group in the community.be represented on the
c6imittee regardless of group size, or" should there be
proportionate representation?

3. What is the specific geographic arcs to be represented by
the committee m'embers?

4. Ts it important.that the'committee member resi4de within
this geographic area?

By what means can you assure the continuous involvement
of students,-school staff, and other community representatives'
in the committee's efforts?

Each of the questions above must be_resolved or at least considered prior
to the final selection, of the cOmmittee members: :Structuring a committee
"is complex. Sometimes compromises.must be made to accommodate.two or.
more conflictidg aims and points of view.

It I.'S generally helpful to include some memberson the committee who
represent different points of view. Diversity of,interest or opinion
may be more important than strict proportional representation

While it is anticipated that committee members will channel the feelings
of.groups critical'of. the present educatil6n system,sit_is,also_important._, .

that these committee members beoopen to net/ ideas and capable of.con-

structive action.. e

(

S.



Turn to Appendix B, Worksheet #2, page B-7, and Zook it

over. Get separate worgsheets fro your facilitator and

complete this exercise. Work individually and share your

resu1-ts-oit7i- utiel.-groue-membeTs.

A

After the local school board has analyzed its communitYl and establish-
ed criteria for selection of committee rnembe-rs, a procedure for nomi-
nating People should be delfreloped..and widely disseminated. One ex:
ample -of a form useful in norninating- peoPI:e for the committee is in
Appendix .B, page-B-8. Note the criteria used on thie fbrm. These
may or may not be appropriate for your community. -Selection Criteria
shouid be unique to the. individual.communi:ty.

In Appendix B, page B-9, is a saMple finished.product whiChresulted
frorn the process you have,rjust completed. For cibtrious reasons, only
pertinent, non7pro'vocaive informat,ion 'is printed for committee use
and .public infOrmation.

.

a 4-
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FIRST STEPS IN ORGANIZING THE SCHOOL:IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE'

Once-the sChool board has selected the commlAee_me-Mbers- and :they

have agreed to.serve, thb board should,send an'official notification_of s celetion_ta_each member-. I-i a gaac117.1-71-0-9 mlia copy of-th
_

list -to the local newspaper and other mass medi. .--Included

..in.theJlotice should be sta -8 ime and place for a joint

meet*.-. committee .and the school boarch

The agenda for this firstmeeting should include an orientation gession
on.the SchoolimprOvement.Process: .ft is !most important that-bóth
groups.understand their roles and relationships so that7futUre problems
Can be avoided. It is recommended that a chary for the Commfttee be
developed bY the schoorboard. This.charge will detail what the committee

is to do in terms of specific tasks. If.there are certain areas such
as staff:evaluation that'the school board does not Want the committee tc.,1.

study, then these limitations_should be stated ih the_charge.--Conversely.
thpse areaeto be studied by the.committee should also be stated. _Any .

guestions, concerns, or.differences of opinion alpOUt the charge should-be
reSolved by'the board anclthecommittee at this time..; Prcvision-Should
be-made-7for- regular Zc sample charge

tora schOol improvement comMittee followg:- .

SAMPLE CHARGE

- Members of.the School ImproveMent Committee

ROM: The District Board of Education

SUBJECT: the:Charge tothe District School Improvement Committee

DATE:

The Board of Education of school bistrict, is pleased t
,

have the School Improveffient Committee working for the continued improve-

Ineri of education forotr boys and girls.

Members of the Board of Education pledge their sUpport and cooperation.

--to the School Improvement Committee as it ,examines our local Educa-tional

progr, am and makes recommendations for educational.iMprovement.
_

lit

3.
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The following donditions shall prevail and guide_ther1tOf-the School
-7-

_

Improvemenrnar-EITE.---
.

_

The School Improvement Committee:

Shall be'advisory to the-BOard of-Education;

_shall_serve_a three7year term with one-third of.the

committee appointed annually;

shallSelect tub-committees made up ofrepresentative
'Students, professional. Staff, parents, and- other con-

cerned citizens:to carry out specific assignments;

shall appoint its own chairman from its memberShip;

Shall appoint%a secretary from its membeiship
whose duties-Shall be that of keeping minutes of

\all meetings and recording all major or signifi-

ca t motions, decisiOnS, or ctiMmittee adtion;.

shal select a meMber of,the administrative :staff or

Boar of Education who shall serve as the offidial

liaisOn for the district;-

shall e tablish a schedule Of meetihgs and general
rUles for\its Operationto be filed with the Board

of EducatibT;

,

shall publici e all meetings' at least 24 hours in

advance with m tingsopen to the public:.

shall clear all p ss 'releases and reports with the

Board.of Education:

shall review all reports r recommendations with the

'Board Of'Education:

shall file, with the Board of Edu tion, a.work plan

for the following school year by .
ato) ;

: shall file an annual report dnd recommendatio with ,

thg local Board of ,Education by of ea year

'on the progress achieved in the local school district

during the previous school Year; ,

.

.shall periodically hold joinZa.meetings with the local

Bohrcf of Education and review and'update the charge

to the School Improvement CoMmittee.

Cr

1-5---



(SAMPLE CHARGE Continued.)

:TASKS-15iLEGATED TO THE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT.COMMITTEE:

(1) 'Plan and coordinate Student Needs Identification in the
school diStrict;

(2) submit priority list of student needs to the school board;

(3) serve as a "sounding bOard" for new ideas, materials, and
concepts;

(4) reView and recommend revisions in school digtrict policies
and philosophies based on a Student Needs Identification;

a

(5) conduct periodic gathering of community concerns about'
' the educational program;

(6) review, reVise and recommena.district*al'statements;

(7). develop d plan to dissemidat6 informatidh about the schrols
to the public;

(8) carry out public information respopsibilities asgigned to
the committee; 0

(9) -,identify the characteristics of "quality education" as
pertain to the local district;

qiey

-

(10) review the. results of program evaluation(s) in order to
determine whether local level decisions affecting eduCational
,processes are dhvancing or impeding progress of public edu-
-Cation in the local district.

TASKS DELEGATED TO TRE PROFESSIONAL7STAFF:.

(1) development of learner, staff and program objectives;

a ,

(2)' selection'of educational-processes and materiels;

(3) evaluation of student progress;

(4) appraisal,of profession,al.staff performance;

(5). evaluation of educational programs with feedback to
the committee.

4

Those responsibilities nof delegated by the school board to the committee

or to the professional staff are reserved to the board.



Further Services and Responsibilities-of the Board and the:professional

Staff to, the Committee: A ".:

The school board and theAbcal finance office r should allocate funds

for use by the school improvement committee. The committee will need

such items as_clerical help, postage, stationery, telephone expenses,

and possibly,-outside consultant-help.-

Those,districts experiencing the.greatest degree of Succesein-tmplement-

.ing the School Improvement-ProceSs.have. aisigned a. professional Staff.

Anember,on either a full or part-time basis':,(depending upon the size of the,-

school.district) to expedite the work-of the committee. This coordinator-

serves.as the person-to acquire resources necessaryfor the successfu1
operation-of the committee..-He-is -not the chairman, nor dOes 1edo the

.work.. His job is-to help the committee.do its work. He-plans inservice

training programs for tommittee members, .professionalstaff, and staients.

Ile must he-amexpert in,concerns analysis .sothbt he tan:help the com-

mittee.develop a work planfor conductingoasStudent Needs Identification

and do the concerns analysis. He Serves as a "linker" between the tom-

' mitted-and- the SChobIataff, the comMittee and-the -studenfs,and the sciiool--

staff and the students.

It is important that the committee members do not get "bogged down" or

"burned ouedoing all of-the Work themselves. One approach which has,

proven to-be successfulA.s the formation of"sub-committees by the steering

comMittee., Suggested sub-committees are a professional staff.steering

,tommittee and.,_a. student steering committee.-%Further, as a vai..iety Of

SpedifiC tasks are identified, temporary sub-committees may be_tormed to

accomplish them: 'The local coordinatosr helps thesesub-committees:plan

o and carry out work assignments Vital to the success Of/-the. main Schobl

provement'committee whose primary:functioneare planning, delegating, co-

Qordinating,-reviewing progress., teactin-§ tosub-committee reports gnd

educatitnal planS, keeping the community regularlY infOrmed and continuously

gathering.community concernS to determine.if needs are, being met and/or

new concerns are'emerging..

-



-During.each stage of the Sdhooi ImproveMent Pre,ss there.arsvarying.
degrees of bemmunity involvement. :Extensive cummunity involvement is:

.'required'dUring Stages I ancL.IPwhen it is necessary to reach-agreement
on plans developedto meet student needs. The I.:chopl improvement cem-
mittee is responsible.for!keeping the school byard and the community in-
formed and to continue:to gather concerns,

6
Extensive Sch6bIlstaff invelvement iS:reqUirSdStagetThrid:IV..

, During the Program Evaluation, Stage V, the coMmkttee eeviews the eval-
uation, report and plans ways,to inform the community.

. -

School improVemen't committees should not be asked te play the .$eme'xole
. . . .

as the.school board They should be given aSsurance that theiecommnd-.
ations will receive'serious-bonsideration. It Müst be remeffibered that the

final decision rests with the sch6;1 board. :

.

. I .
.

. . .

aTo avoid conflict between - committee and the schcol. staff i iik is 'extremely
, .

.,.
.

. 4 , .
.

impol-tant to 'deVelop a ielationship" of opmj, communication. and\ cooperatiVe.'
action during...all 'Stages of the process. .

rior to organizingasaboI,Amprovement commAtee, °a careful exapination
of.groupS inthe oommunity!;should be conducted. 'Various social, economic

and ethnic groups in tbil.tCommonity.shouldbe identified, as wellAas other.
grouPS unique to that comMunity. Studentg and professional staff\should
beincluded as members'on -the committee. dising.tflis community. analysis,

.-a 'deliberate effort should be made tosecure reasonably adequate represent-:
ation of the variol.lsinterests:to be.served. 'Otherfactors such.asdiffee-.
ing Points of view and personal characteristics'of the candidate hould also
be considered in-makingthe finarseloction of per4ons to Serve onthe
committee .,,

St'ructuring a repesentative committee from all sectors .(area, grouping,
pointS of view). is'a complex. task: Thossassigned the,;responsibility of
choosing the committee meMbers may have to make coMproMises i. order to.

* accoMmodateconflicting-aiMs'and-opinions:

9 . .

. .

Once the.committee is aPpointed and.the School ImprOvement.Process is.
explained to them, the-school board should-give themHan official charge,
A. profeasionaI coordinator should be assigned responsibility for helping
the committee. The school districtShould.budget for coMMitteesxpenses....

'

J

iek
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'APPENDIX, A

FACILITATOR'S_GUIDE'FOR GROUPS
'

Each PAK'has been organized around a fundaMental and widely recognized
generaliza.tion of how people learn. Learning occuri more efficiently

-when an overview is presented.first. Succeeding-learning experiences
then take the person deeper into each concept adding more specific details.
There may be several levels of%exposure until real expertise is developed.

Workshop SpeCifications

I. Time Required:

II. Facilities:

k"..!

Equipment &
Materiel Needs:

Two hours

Ohe room for each 24 participants.
Participants'to be seated at tables
(maximum' of six,per table). .Rooms
should provide adequate accoustics
and physical.comfort suitable.for.a
workshop seSsion.'

/ One overhead projector and viewing
screen per room

Power extension cord (1.per room)

.-Transparency sheets

Grease pencils

Butcher. paper

Masking tape

Chalkboard, chalk, eraser

Name tagq (g.necessary)

A - 1



/7The following seqUenoe of activities iS suggestedand may bemodifieU at your

discretion.

Workshop Activities for PAK #1.1

1. 20 min.

2. 25 min.

Haye 'participants read materials om--

,pages 1 to box on page 5.

HaVe participants complete Worksheet #1;

,((Appendix B), pages B-1 - B-6. Share

'results with group."

.. Vi
, 4. 25 min,

7.'

20 Min.

10 min,

.Resume reading where you left off and

read until you come to tha,directions '

for. Worksheet #2. Encourage'discussion

and answer questions.
.

,

.
.

tomplete:WOrksheet #2 (Appendix B-7).
Etphasize that the important requirement
is to decide on appropriate:Selection
criteria.' , .

-

- .

5. 15 mia. Conduct a.summary session Where-each
grOup Eshares the criteria chosen. '

6. 5 thin., Read,rpages 6 - 10..
)

attention.tothe,Summary,,pgp.4;
ReMind the participants,tocoMp:Lete thes

PAK.critique fOrm and turn it jai to'you.

NOTE: As-quickly as possible, review
the critique forms for feedback
information that may be helpfid
during other weArkshops.

'
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Appendix B Pak-#1.1

Please 'do not mark _this_worksheet. USe the worksheet firovided by your
.instructor.

A. In order to be assured that true community involvement and representa-
tion has been achieVed in the seleotion_of_the school iMprovement
committee; it-may-be helpful'td'develop-a "community profile."-TThrough
an Analysis. of this profile,.a representatiVe selection -of committee

.,'members may be made.
.0

B. Please read the'following instructions for this exeropise.

1. Working individually, examine'tpe sample "community,profile,"
pages Br2.- B-5: .

2. In the Individual Selection Column/ I, on the following exorcise
sheets,check (I) thosesmajor categories (A-F) which you believe
Must be tonsidered in determining membershipor your committee.
(In Selecting. those 'groups from which to draw your membership,
consider carefully tile stb45troups listed within some of the.cate-
gorieS.) Then, fill in the re4uested information fdr th8se.cate-
gories you cheCked sivr67 estimating ghswers and)or'by using the
sources-:of-informationlisted on page iiiL6 of this appendix.

_

When'you have.written ih your individual selections, share
respOnses with group members and reach concensus. Fill in firnal

group selections in Column II.



PAK #1.1 WORKSHEET #1 SAMPLE CgMMUNITY PROFILE

4

,

AG- Description of the School District:
(fill in % of each type in your district)

-Urban

Suburban

Industrial

Rura4

Military

Commercial

B. Population of the School District: .

C'TVpes Of Employment (%):

,Executiye

a

Skilled White Collar
Workers

Professional ' Skilled,Manual
'Workers.

Managerial/
Supervisory

Piloprietor

Technician

D. -Average Leyel of Income..(%).:

Semi-skilled Manual
'-

Workers

Unskilled Manual
worker.s ,

.

dnemplpy6d

$1,000 - 3,000 a,
6,000 = 13,000,

. N

$3,000 5,000. $13,000. 19,000'

$5,000 - 9000 $19,000

Averap Level of Education:
7-5-proximate1y highest grade completed)

Parents Siblings

B-2

Indivi-
dual

Selec-
tion

(I)

,Croup.

. tion

(V)

,:

°

0 7:



PAK #1.1

_

-

Z.

lc

Religious Affiliations (%):

Catholic Jewish Protestant

Other

6. Political Affiliations (%) :

Democratic Republ i can Independent:

of qualified voters who are registered

% of registeFed voters who participated in last
municipal election 0

H. Mob i lity:

specify.% or number)

How ioing, does the aVerage family stay in your s.chool
district?

0

Geographic Setting:

Location

Demographit' Data:

PopulatiOn. Populatiron -Marriage % 1^
Si.za Density Divorde, Rate

Birth &.Deati5
Rate

,

Age Distribution:

o 1 o 20 20 -'30

30 40 50 50 - 60.49
4

60 To 70 +

3



,PAK #1.1

K. Racial:Composition ofthe SChool.OiStrict.(%)
. .

, American Indian Tr;6sian
Ameritan-' Slack.

....--. .

Spanjsh SurnaMed American ,Other Caucasian

L. Lanjuage Composition (%):

Ens5lish

Spanish

FrdriCh

t ,..lapanese

Chinese

s'

LangUage SQpken Only Fluent Language
in Home Spoken by Child

:M. Types of Residents (i):

HoMe...Owners

Mobile Homes

4

Home Renters

Other
,

.ApartMents

N. Major'Organization's in,the School Oistrict4nbmes):
0

0. Soc i o-Econ'Om i 04-scr i pt ion (%) :

'UpperUpper Upper Upper-Aiddle,

Lower-Middfe. Lower Lower-Lower
0

.7

6

.

.

1



PAK

.r

P. Pup i 1 rhforMat ion:

tle

4
I .

per -Year ,per year
*1. rop,outRa

For District.,

For School
(specified)

For Grade tevei
(specified)

2: AverageDaily Attendance

etir

For.District

-

For School
(specified)

For Grade Level
(spec if ied)

Q; Number of.Classroom TeaChers:
(by grade).0:,

. Number of Special jeachelvs:

Number of Paraprofessionals:

Number of Students by Grade K-12):

.

S. Other:.

°

67

ee.

It;

7'

I.



PAK #1.1,

SOURCS OF INFORMATION

Bureau of the Census Publicatiohs

Colorado,Division of PlannThg
524 Social Secvixes'lluilding
1575 Sherman Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

write to:

I

.4.

to.

to 4

tt.

B-6

,s-

f

23

0

o.

Telephone Directory

' ,Yellow Pages

.° Street Directory.

State DOcumenti0

o Annu41 Report of Property
Taxation

o Elemeneary Secondary
Education Act

r

"rtact,

oo.



PAK 41.1

PAK #1.1 -.WORKSHEET #21 G:oil alection Guidelines
1.1

(Vayticipts decide upon and fill* relevant information tkl.to,screen the candidates)

Criterion 41

.0

I.

cd
I

Criterion .42: Criterion #3 -Criterion 44, Criterioi 45 triterion161 Criterion #7

rfft
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EXAMPLE OF A PUBLIgHED ROSTER OF MEMBERS SELECTED FOR A SPECIAL COMMITTEE

.)

NAME POSITION COMMUNITY

*4 1

.Cochine Ratlift Child Welfare 4 Attend. Worker .,San Jose

Sarah Ja, ckson. Teacher Fr6mont
. ..

.Phyllis.Zgissig. Teabher ,Fremont,
,

Alicia Castro. Teacher San'Jose.

Marie Simbra Instr. Aide Fremont,

John,Mazzone Principal Fremont

'Mary Galleido. .Farent San Jose

E. Gallardo Parent 4 :San Jose

Marilyn Groat Parent Fremont
4

Sister Ann Garcia Principal Newark

_
Bonnie Sidentopr Non=paren,tyqitizen_

/
Virginia AUbrey .. Student

Michael Fregogo Student

Rudy Aguirre Student'

,
Sister Frances Marie Principal

Gail Law

Phil Brazil

Fremont

Fremont

San Jose

San Jose

Prom Reading:ConsUltant San Jose

Asst. Superintendent Fremont

B-9



PAK ,CRITIQUE TORM

PAX 0
(Please fill in numbei)

.
'Please give Your assessment and comments-on the following:

,

.

.

PROGRAM ELEMENT
OUT-

STANDING
VERY
GOOD

,

FAIR

.

POOR
VERY
POOR COMMENTS

1. 'Tbiequqity 4 relevance
of the subject matter..

,

'

,

2. The appropriateness and
usefulness of the in-
structional materials.

,

3. The.timing or sequencing
of the various items
presented.

.

.

O

4% The directing and
assistance given on the
exercise.. .

J

.
.

,

Other comments or suggestions for improving this PAt:

If this PAK was used as part of a WORKSHOP tralning session, then please also'com-
r

plate the following:
.

PROGRAM ELEMENT
I OUT-
STANpING

VERY
GOOD FAIR POOR

VERY
POOR 'COMMENTS

3. The deploymenf,,grouping
or planned interaction
'Of the participints. .

.

.

.

6. The productivity and/or
usefulness Of the indi-
vidual work smssion(s).

.

,

.

The comments or assis-
tance given to you on
your selectedsproblem.

l

.

-

,



mental phases of change programs. Within the informal sOcial interactfork
and communication networks in bush communities there exists 'a protocol
for dispensing and receiving information. Entering a home and discussing
btiiiness immediately is not the way the informal organize tional structure
opefates. Business cannot be rushed. If an occasion doe..n't arrive for
business discussion on the first visit there will always be ether visits. Viola-
tions of these informal networks alienate one from the community and
.decrease the effectiveness of ,the facilitator. Adaptation to and maximizing
the, use of the informal organizational mechanisms within the community
requires patience and familiarity with life styles. More informational sub-
stance can emerge over a pot of caribou than in a school gymnasium amidst
professionals. For, those interested in further details on native and non-native
communication, see Vaudrin (1973).

My entry in'to the village of Barren Bay was established by imlitation,
from the village priinarily, and then from the structures which at that time
were controlling education in the village.

, Correspondence was maintained one year prior to implementation of
the change program with the bureaucratic organization responsible for
education in The, community. The correspondence consisted of a mutual
exchange of ideas con8erning the community 'Control of education ir rural
Alaska. Current legislative proposals, memos perti,nent to community control
and cultural-educational objectives were items included wiLi.:n the. cOm-
municatiort. The exchange furnished me with current materials in the
proposed area' of concern and provided guidelines within the educational
philosophies of the State-Operated School System and the Alaska Federation
of Natives.

Communication was officially established. with Barren Bay's school
board three months prior to the first visit to the village. Informal coMmuni-
cation with Omer figures in the community had been going on for. a few
years. The formal communication consisted of a letter and a brief explanation
of the proposal, asking whether the community would be interested jn a
change program. The letter.was followed up by a personal meeting in Anchor-
age with the recently resigned school board chairman. The ex-chairman, who
was ,currently president of the village council, assured' the facilitator that
the advisory school board w'as interested. A copy of the program was present- .
ed to the council president and an invitation was extended to the community
problem solving facilitator. Arrangements were made for the 'facilitator's
accommodations and a date was set,for the first visit.

Upon arrival in Barren Ray,_the facilitator met immediately with the
advisory schoOl board chairman. In an inf..mmal setting in the chairman's
home, the program was explained and the chairman suggested a school board.
meetinglie called the f011Owing day.. The school board meeting would allow
for a formal presentation and a decision on the board's involvemept. It is
stronglY suspected \\that a ,decislOn had already been made through the in
formal deciiion makng network of the village.

After the coneultation with the advisory school board chairman, the
facilitator met with the principal teacher. The program was explained to the
principal teacher with a request for suggestions.

prior to the school board, meeting, an informal meeting was held with,
the president bf the' village council. The president, who was also the former
advisory school board chairman, expressed confidence in the new cheirman
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and offered to support the proposed community,involvement in any way
he could,

The first advisory, school board meeting was held as is customary in

the teacher's quarters-With the teacher present. The facilitator requested to
be absent for a period of time so that discussions and decisions could occur
without the pressure of ah outsider present,. The request,for a segregated

caucUs was denied. The board felt that there was no need for a segregated

caucus and that a decision could be reached without being pressured by an
outsider. The board adcepted the proposal to begin examining and detarmin-
ing their own educational needs and to begin devising itrategies to meet

those needs.
In my opinicin, the professional educator's commitment to formal

learning experiences can limit his recognition of altei native types of exper-
iences. The educator is accustomed to operating v,ithin his own 'culture-..
bound concepts of what is acceptable educatiorjl Programming. Culture-
boundness can act as, a deterrent to the di-covery Of unique educational
opportunities (Wolcott, 1967), which I firmly believe can best evolve from
,within the community itself.

In communicating and integrating locally /acceptable educational
change in cross-cultural situations, the objectivity of re facilitator is obviated

by his traditional cultural background. The following excerpt from the re-
port by the Governor's Commission on Cross-Cultural Education most
succinctly illustrates the necessity for meaningful cOmmInity involvement:

The Native community must have the oPportunity to deter-
mine the type of education which their children are tc receive.
Decisions which will result io drastic upheavals in the lives
of culturally diverse chiidren should not be made hololy hy

educators, .psychologists, or anthropologists, regardless of
their WotTireiiitentions and motives. 'Involvement by mem-
bers of the Native community must not be at a superficial
level nor serve as a:device simply to better acquaint parents
with the previously determined aims and objectives established
by the schools. Rather, major educational directions must be
determined by community members themselvesdrawing, of
course, upon the specialiied knowledge of experts ,n rele-

vant disciplines (Flay,11.69, p. 13).
It was' an awareness of the above report that the community problem solving

. facilitator entered into Barren Bay.
Obviously, a community problem solving facilitator needs to know the

community.in which he will be working. ,This requires that he communicate
with the residents. CommunicatiO is more than just verbalization. Com-
munication is the sharing of experience's which develops shared frames of

reference. The situation is much more diifficult when working with clients
whose culture is entirely different from that of the facilitator, as Goodenough
points out (1967). Language and cu ture form barriers whicg the community
facilitator needs to overcome if he's o Increase his probability of successful

focusing on the problem within the co rnunity.
I learned and used a few phr ses in the local native dialect in my

daily activities. Another factor which Me was the use of the village's
English dialect. This speech form indi tes to 4illagers that the outsider has
shared certain village values. This speec form/, as Schafer (1976) elaborates,
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is recognizable throughout village Alaska. The form does not indicate resid-
ence in a particular village, but rather as having lived .in villages for lengthy
periods. The use of the dialect conveys a wide .rahge of shared activities
that would be denied outsiders. As Schafer observed', "the use of village
dialect contains overt signals with aftributes which allowed for interaction
in value spheres that would otherwise have been denied" (Schafer, 1976,
p. 11).

In the village of. Barren Bay I became effective by becoming a vital
part of the process of change and influencing the situation. My role became
one of seeking a I :;!anc betvveen my own initiative and that of the local
participant§. This ba nce would, as Biddle and Bickfle (1965)
uldicikarallow for max ,ium encouragement of local initiative towards the
attainment of identified.goals.

In Barren Bay my community involvement evolved in numerous ways.
These included attendance at church functions, birthday parties,
innumerable, teas and coffees, steam baths, Movies, cessPool digging, supply
unloading, rambling discussions on the beach, and village meetings. These
contacts with community members provided an opportunity for warm and
personal relationships to develop.'Foster's observation lh this regard is that
"people, however well qualified technically, usually are much less success,
ful in developmental work than are those who .can establish friendships
marked by mutual respect with the people who are receiving the aid" (Foster,
1969, p. 116).

I feel that a community problem solving failltator can increase his
effectiveness by attempting physically and emotionally to adapt to the vil-

7',;(dgb. Physical adaptation to a different culture is a relatively 'easy accomplish-
mew.. By living in similar housing and eating the.same foods, the facilitator,
can physically adapt. He can hunt, travel, and bui!d with his clients'. These
activities, although not part of the facilitator's norinal-EUffural activities, can
be learned. The learning and participation in these experiences in.volves the
facilitator with the community and establishes some shared frames of refer-
ence with his clients.

EmOtional adaptation requires extensive and lengthy involvement
within the cultUre.. Emotional adaptation leads to tne ability to .perceive
events in the manner that they\are perceived by thc studied culture. Words
and actions convey different manings to those who share the emotional
climate of the culture under study than those who do not.

For 6'xarnple, the Baffin Island Eskimo word "ionamat" is used fre-
quently to convey any degree, of phYsical or emotional pain..lt is translated
to roughly,"it can't be helped" and is said when one accidentally cuts one's
finger or on similar occasions. The expression is also used in referring to The
death of a loved one. To the individual who is.not eMotionally adapted

\' .the Baffin Island culture, it would seerd inhuman to be so unfeeling an
1 casual 'about a loved one's death; however, the woi'd "ionamat" conveys

1 deep meaning. The word reflect§ a philosophical state of mind based on the
cOnditioning of the cuRure. This.philosophical position may not be in keep-

\ ing with the emotional framework on an outside facilitator and may lead to

\
faulty conclusions.on his interpretation.

Physical and emotional adaptation are" essential ingredients when
assisting roups that have an entirel'y different background from the corn-

\Munity p;Ioblem solving facilitator. .Even when the language spoken is the
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same, the meanings attached to various phrases and behavior are often dif-
ferent and incomprehensible to the outsider. Physical and emotional adapta-

tion open the facditator to communication techniques and meanings
employed within the,target group,

Physical and emotional adaptation lead to the development of mutual
'understandings. Without mutual understandings or shared frames of refer-

ence, the depth of insight established by the facilitator can only be minimal.
Even when the Community . problem solving facilitator develops shared
frames of reference, he is a vast distance from a true insider's view when he
has not been raised among the people he is working with. The childhood
games., the relationships' with village adults and the "feel" of the environ-
ment are beyond reach, and the absence of an insider's view creates gaps of

profound significance.
This whole question of communicating ,.and integrating acceptable

lange 'becomes markedly different when the, facilitator is a member of
tne target group. In these situations the approaches used by the indigenous
facilitators often differ sharply from the approaches of the'outside facilita-

tors. Much can be learned in assisting the change process in native corn-'
munities by observing how resident .native community problem solving
facilitators use.informal information networks.

The following incident will illustrate sorne of the differences between
approaches of facilitators who neside in a.community and those who do not

by looking at a' group of eight university students participating in a village
study.. program. Two of the eight students were native residents of the vil-

lage. As the study progressed it became apparent that.the comMunity had a
number of alternatives for their local schools. It was decided by the group
to Present these options to the community so that they could be fully aware

,of the range of alternatives. A chart illustrating various courses of action and
implications of those actions was prepared for the community along with an

outline. The two native residents in the study group, had wholeheartedly
participated in the collectiOn ind analysis of the various alternatives. How-

ever, there came an abrupt break which upset some.of the non-native group
members when the two native students decided that they would.liketo com-
Municate the educational alternatives to the village and that they had no

intention of using the prepared materials. Obviously the two native students

were the most suited for the dissemination of the 'information in their com-
munity; however, the problem within the student group revolved around the

rejection Of the 'carefully prepared materials. The two students explained
that .although the outline an.d table depicting the alternatives were most
beneficial for them in clarifying their own thoughts on the subject, the or-
ganization of the material and the chart itself were coMpletely. out of
harmony with communication pitterns within their village. It was explained
that things are not elaborate4i upon with charts and outlines at village meet-
ings. The two native students felt that the researched educational alternatives

were important and should therefore be presented to the village. The two
argued that the .Proposed method of presentation with prepared materials

at a village council meeting would impede understand;ng of the alternatives

and lessen the likelihood of subsequent action. The two native students
suggested that they could more effectively disseminate the information
through traditional informal information patterns.

The latter example indicates the vast cultural chasm in methodology
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:
that Iles between thoie concerned individuals from outside the community
who wish to assist in the change process and those who are most affocted
by the change. Meaningful change doesn't occur easily from sources alien
to a cultural system, with the notable and deplorable exception of armed
intervention, Meaningful and dUrable change is that which evolves from
within the cultural system itself.

Alaskan natives are rapidly assuming control over their educational
systems. The communfeation and integration of this responsibility into the
varied cultural systems that exist among the natives of Alaska is an awe7

1Pme task. Those involved in the transference of this responsibility need to
live in villages and in close association with community members. Community.;
problem solving facilitators should be primarily responsible .to the village.
Because of cultural differences, indiginoms community facilitators have a
greater probability of success than do those less familiar with the life styles
of villagers. Change, tO be effective, must become an internalized conviction
of the people involved..Through the internalizing of cohvictions, change and
the long'evity'of subsequent programs can be sustained without the presence
of external facilitators.

Locally acceptable change can 'occt.r only when it is time for it to
occur and that season is best determined by tha community itself. Prmrams
to induce change may be forceably transplanted to communities by expert
horticulturists; howeuer, the climate of the greenhouse is often innappropri-
ate for the field. Meaningful and durable change nurtures itself from the
community's own perceptions of its needs. The communicating and inte-
grating of these changes within a community can most readily arise when
the community itself sees the need to cultivate.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFLUENCES INALASKAN
NATIVE EDUCATION

by

Ray Barnhardt
Crosscultural Education Development Program

University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Formal education of the indigenous peoples of Alaska has been
critizized, scrutinized, and analyzed continuously since schapls first made
their appearance on the Alaskan scene, but all this attention has had little
cumulative effect on the way it has actually been operationalized. Despite
numerous innovative attempts tolocalize the curriculum, modify teaching
methods, and improve teacher selection and traMing techniques, schools in.
rural Alaska still remain largely alien and inef fectuar institutions. While sorne
of the special programs and approaches that have been developed and im-
plemented over the years have made noticeable shortterm differences, few
can claim to have achieved a significant beneficial effect over an oxtended

period' of time. The generally acknowledged unacceptable achievement level
of schooling in rural Alaska continues to be the subject of heated debate,
massive funding, and intense activity, all of which continues to result in
little subsontive improvement. Why does so much presumably sincere effort
produce so little desired change?,The purpose of this paper is to examine the
imphcations of that question based on the Alaskan experience, and to ptirsue
some potential answers to it, with a particular emphasis on adminisn give
implications.

The remarks presented here are an outgrowth of six years' observati.on
of, 'and interaction with, schools throughout Alaska, as a University r .,ordin-
ator of a field-based program for r:-e. training of Native teachers:Curing that

six!year period, I have seen nume:.ous pecial programs come and go, some
to be -reborn; with little apparent recognition of past failures; I hav.-.? seen,

slhook administered by the Bureau of Indian ,Vfairs, the Sote-Operated
Tchool system and numarous local school districts, all -cOping same

problems independent of one another, butwith a similar lack of success; anti
I have seen school Progrims implernented by numerou .administrators for
widely diverse populations under highly V6ried conditions, with lit*, notice-
able difference in content, operational design, or effect. All of, thiS has led me
to examine the administrative styles and behavior of persons resp, isible for
administering educational programs for penj.le in rural Alaska, in an et:pit to
.determine the nature and extent '-Of their influence on those prbgrams. The

impressions and analyses I present here are subjective and speculative, and
thus require more srtematic review before any 'serious attempt is made to

implement alternative administrative approacheF:

The Traditional Adrninistrathe Roie
The prevailing role of an educejonal administrator in rural Alaska has

been developed ar.d established through a long tradition of the delivery of
edudational services from an external benefactor to aft indigenous, and pre-
sumeck indigent, beneficiary; the Alaskan Native. An inherent characteristic

,of this tradifion'ai administrative approach.is.,a highly centralized process for
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definition and control of educational programs. Administrators are cast as
authoritarian figures responsible for making decisions and seeing to it that
subordinates follow through on the implementation of these decisions, The
persons who hold these administrative positions are trained in traditional
administrative practices which are an outgrowth of.business 'arid civil service
concerns for uniformity and efficiency. The typical school administrator
Was described as follows, in a paper by Anthony Gregorc and Eileen Johnson,
titled "Trespassing in the Holy Land: Relations Between Anthropologists
and Admigistrators.'.'

Most scdool administrators aro managers of 'bureaucracies.
Their advanced degree work at the master's and advanced
cerdficate level is composed of courses which perrnit.them to
funCtion well within their culturally-determined and rein
forced roles. They therefore receive training in curriculum
design, law, finance, personnel management, business proce-
dures, and traditional leadership techniques. Rarrily are

oPtions in the social, sciences encouraged or sought. Social
science data are not necessary when one focuses upon how
people and strata are alike rather than hOw they are different.
The nature of. bureaucracies with respect to iocialarrange-
ments encourages a likeness view by its concentration upon .
equal and fair treatment through rules; separation of people
through specialization; and impersonalization through rank,
stratified privileges, and seniority rights. Information about
differences in people and pluralistic values is' not needed nor
appreciated when the administrator's orientation is toward
likenesses.

A key function of the administrative role described here is that of reducing
the variables with which the administrator must cope, so that the program
operation is manageable. Thus, the administrator "encourages a likeness
view" and,. either rejects as extraneous, or redefines in more manageable
terms,lhose variables which interfere with or complicate established admin-
istrative. procedures. This tendency on the part of administratOrs Was 'also
observed by Harry Wolcott, in a study in which he described the "variety-
reducing" behavior of elementary school principals: "Their attention was
directed at keeping things 'manageable' by drawing upon and reinforcing the
existing system rather than. by nurturing or even permitting the introduction
of variatiop" (Wolcott, 1973). Such a "variable reducing"'function is often-
times necessary. and is particularly adapted to operations where the end
product is explicit and agreed upon, and the process for achieving, the end
product is understood and uniformly predictable. None of these condition's
exist, however, in the field of public education in general, and efforts to
achieve consensus on similar issues in the area of cross-cultural education
have been especially difficult and frustrating. The effect of the traditiOnal
"variable-reducing" administrator on education n rural Alaska has beep to
discourage (and sometimes subvert) attempts to adapt educatiOnal programs
to the needs of the local people. Program changes which have ndt significant-
ly' interfered with established administrative procedures or power alliances :
(such as' a new reading program) usually have been readily accepted and
Offered 'as evidence ofreceptivit'y to change. But program changes v.hich have
introduced new complicating variables or have posed a. threat to established
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procedures 'and alliances (such as bilhigual education, or the.development of

local school boards) have been, oftentimes, litterly resisted' without sub-
stantive counter.argument. The program changes related .to 'curriculum, .

teaching methods, tkr teacher selection and training techniques, usually have
been within.System' changes and thus did not interfere with administrative

relationships external to the system. But bilingual programs and school .
boards have introduced variables for which authority and expertise resides

in the community, which implies a shift of power and control to a.source

external to the system.
.

For a person grounded in traditional administrative practices this can

be.a rather unnerving and threatening experienCe. The instinctive reaction is

. to seek ways to minimize the impact of the 'new variables. Only when he
"sees the 'writing on the wall," will the variable,reducing type administrator
adapt .his position..to accommodate the change, but theit only to the extent
that circumstances require him to do so. The community must, therefore,
achieve .a position of power and political influence to make its wishes felt,
if it seeks changes vhich may affect the basic structure of the educat;onal

system, and there .is no doubt that the Native people in Alaska are seeking

such changes today.

The Problem
At issue then is whether or not an effort should be made to adapt the

role of adrninistrator to accommodate more directly to the educational
needs of the people of rural Alaska; and if so, what kind of role should be
developed? At first glance it would aPpear obvious that the administrative
role should be adapted to meet the needs of the people, butneeds are highly
complex and constantly changing. If a new role is developed to address to.
.day's needs, will the same role.be appropriate tomorrow? Might a prolonging
of the traditional administrative role generate enough frustration amongst
the people themselves to cause them to exercise control and establish their
own administrative processes, thus achieving an often expressed but seldom.
addressed goal? Can the function of a school be adequately accomplished
under any Other than the traditional administrative approach? While these
questions must .be seriously considered, other more persuasive issues indicate
that an alternatiVe administrative approach is indeed needed in Alaska today.

The most encouraging sign on the horizon of Alaskan Native education
is that the Native people are no longer content to be passive recipients of
educationat programs developed by benevolent educators aPart from Native
community involvement. The NativP people are actively seeking a controlling
interest in the traditional edur..ational programs intended to serve their
communities, and 'they are, at the same time, bolstering their .interests by
establishing innovative programs of their own which threaten to supplant the
ineffective traditional programs. Much of the newly acquired political and
economic influence of the Regional Corporations; established through the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, has been directed to improving educa-
tional. opportunities for the Native people. The vatliety of "bilingual-bicul .
tural programs" that haVe sprung up around the State, and the several new
institutions, such as the Tanana Chiefs Land Claims College, the Tanana
Survival School, and the Inupiki University of the Arctic are indicative of
this growing. trend. The Native sponsored prograrrfs have been developed
outside the conventional channels and controls of the traditional educational
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machinery, resulting in some innovative ideas with considerable potential
for success. The initial response of the Native communities has been quite
encouraging and supportive, but the traditional programs have been slow to
respond.

These efforts however, are not always as threatening to existing pro-
grams and institutions as they first appear. The step from the conception of
a new Idea to its effective implementation is oftentimes,. a very frustratinb
and difficult one, in part beaause the persons technically qualified and
available to accomplish the task, Native or non-Native, are themselves products
Of the traditional educational system. ConSequently, the new programs often
end up functioning in essentially the sante manner and suffering the same
inedequaciesi as the traditional prdgrams. This problem is becoming par.
ticularly acute as the move to establish local control of the federally and
state-operated schools in Alaska frees local or regional boards to develop
educational programs uniquely suited to their needs, with little concern for
externally imposed policies and idministrative guidelines. Some of the new
"Rural Education Attendance Areas" are finding their initial enthusiasm
dampen'ed because the operational versions of their attempts at new and
innovative programs are often barely distinguishable from the programs they
replaced. The' new programs are handed over to an administrator who unin .
tentionally subverts their unique quaIities and purpose by translating them
intà a traditional administrative framework. Given the rapid deimlopment cf
,new educational programs, many with only vague and ambiguous purposes
and previously untried processes for achieving those purposes, it seems
imperative that a new breed of educational administrator be fostered to
assist these new prograrns through the trauma of their formative stages.
How then might such an administrator define his role?

An' Alternative Administrative Role
Fortunately, with the influx of numerous new educational programs in

Alaska; school districts are' experiencing a variety of alternative administra-
tive approaches. 'As the number of unconventional educational administrators
working in schools and Native organizations throughout the stateoincreases,
some common patterns and processes will emerge amongst the varied
approachei, and these will gradually evolve into new administratiye styles
and peactices. Through careful observation of these approaches we may be
able to determine tome of the characteristics that can be associated with a
suCcessful administrative style and prepare persons accordingly.

If the circumstances described above continue to evolve as indicated,
the type of administralor needed to operate educational programs in rumi
Alaska in the future will' probably be similar to that described by Gregorc
anci.Johnson in the article cited earlier:

An emerging view of a new-breed administrator is becoming
evident. He is seen as an implementer, facilitator, and evalua-
tor of education programs. He is seen as a synergist, teacher
o' teachers, an organizational designer, a politica! .statesman,
arid an accountability monitor. He must' be aware of inter-
pretations of Equal Opportunity, program design, trends in
curricular and ,personnel administration, and of local com-
munity mores. In,this view, the schoot administrator is less a
bureaucrat and more of a leader and facilitator. He is expected



to understand Individuals and groups and to utilize their
individual talents rather than just manage an organization with
fixed positions to be filled by replaceable, standardized parts.
This type of administrator needs more than training in

scheduling classes, disciplining students, increasing efficiency
and nlanaging an organization, He needs profession& assistance
in ideritifyIng and interpreting dif turpIces and Ilkone m5
amcing individuals and groups. Further, he iweds guidance on
how to organize colleCtive efforts toward positive ends,

A key function of such an administrative role is to develop ao administrative
process that is capable of accommodating to the complex and dynamic
quality of evolving educational programs, The administrative structure '
required for, such programs must not only be able to support existing %/ar
ables, bdt must be expansive enough to facilitate fhe development of new ,
variables, allowing the programs to adapt to Iconstimtly changing circum-,
;stances, The 'new breed of administrator is, therefore, in a "variable-
generating" role, and must possess the personal qualifications and ,expertise
necessary to carry out such a role, t.
' Since the variable-generating role implies on acldptive, innovative;

lexible_agd loosely- striictured administrative approach, a persbn in such as,f)
r le musi, above all, posstAs a high tolerance 'for ambiguity, The:educational
roblems in' rural Alaska are oftentimes only vaguely,defined with numerous

//enables responding to erratic forces in a generally unpredictable manner.
Solutions to these-problems are, therefore, ofte.n elusive, and at best, ten-

\tative. The programs designed to address such problems must maintain an
isliert-ended,, ..e.volutionary appl'oach, constantly seekintj and incorporating
n4w solutions as the significant variables becothe more eXplicit 'and better
understood. The administrators bf these programs must Svoid seeking Closure
on an issue before it is absolutor19 necessary, so as ha encourage consideration

, .
, of blr possible variables related to the issue. They must, therefore, be capable

. of tolerating the Aigh degree of ambiguity inherent in such an approach. .'
Another charactehstic essential to a variable-generating role is that the,

administrator be Neople-oriented. He must be sensitive to human ctIfferences
and be able to build upon those differences. He must foster informal., open
rklationships and delegate responsibility through a decentralized and hori-
zontally oriented administrative structure. He must insure the free flow of
communications in all directions, and he must himself be tuned in and sen-

,sitive to formal and informal comMunicatiOnAchan'nels. He must be able to
organize people in such a way that their diverse.interests and collective ef-
forts fuse and move' in a deSired direction. Instead of focusing on specific
content intended to achieve an explicit end product, the administrator must
direct his attention .to the processes that will carry things forthin an implicit

. direction. His emphasis must be on establishing decision-making and problem-
solving processes' in which participants can themselves engage, rather than Tr
attempting t'o make all decisions and solve all problems himself, He, must,
therefore, understand the relationship between Individual behavioi and the
social organization within which it occurs, and he,. must understand the
nature of change processes. -

If the above characterization does, indeed, adequaely represent an
emerging alternative administrative role for rura Alaska, what should b'e.`;

, done about it? A tradtional administrator, steeped in a variable-reducing

;
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approach, would fittil it extremely (Id ficult, if no? imPossible to adapt to
variable-generating appolach. Anyone who has woi kid under more than ono
administrator is aware 01 the integral relationship between personality typo
and administrative style. The personality of the administrator and his 'mottos
operandi arc inseparable and, therefore, give rise to the need for careful
seldction processes .to 'notch the person to the job. The type Of perSon
required to fulfill a variable-reducing role priThohly would not be suited for
awariableguneratitig role.

If We can assume, then, thin different administrative roles require
different adniinistrative styles, and the need for a new role is emerging in
rural Alaska, our 'firlit tAsk is to make suni that administrators with appro-
priate styles are available to fill those roles. Local sChool boards should have
a choice when -they have the opportunity to select an administnitorto imple-
ment their programs.' Since existing certification requirenwnts and admin-
istrator -training programs are largely oriented to traditional administrative
styles, little choice currently exists. More flexible requirements and alter-
native training programs shoiikl be developed to allow for the selection and
preparation of a 'wide range of administrative types. Those iboards and
agencies' responsiblt for selecting educational administrators should then be
acquainted with the alternatives available, and allowed tto proceed
accordingly.

Although administrators are not the 'only ones responsible, for the
success or failure of educational programs in rural Alaska, they are the
persons who most directly influence how the' programs operate, and thus,
determine their ultimate °viability. While the oboVe description of the ad-
pinistrative role is somewhat impressionistic ood incomplete, I have attempt-
ed to shed some light on how alternative administrative .styles can influence
eductitionai program development, with the hope that administrators"will
thus be able to more readily adapt their 'efforts to meet the needs ..2,1 the
people they serve. Maybe then we will begin :to.develop educational programs
and: practices that are flexible, sensitive, and .adaptive enough to' be truly
applicable across cultures.

CONTRASTING ADMINISTRATIVE STYLES

Traditional
Variable-reducing
Centralized control ,
For mai relationship!,
light s trUCtil re
Likeness-orienwd
Vertical staff relations
Directive
Information flows out
Matiaging
Explicit I.ules
Hotrrctive communications channels
Content/product oriented
Converging focus

charige
Static structure and fum.rion
Upward-reSponsive
Irnpe'rsonai rr-ationships

132

Alternative

Var lahle.generating
Decentralized control
Informal relationships
Loose structure
Dii ference-oriented
Horizontal staff relations
Non-directive
Information flows in

acilitating role
lirpI ici t. rules
Open communications channels).
Process/directiomoriented
Diverging focus
Receptive to change
Evolutionary si-ructure and function
Dovvreward-respirrnsive -
Personal 'relationship'
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PART III

COMNIUNITY/SCAOOL ISSUES

lilihon the schools canto
village families were broken
like stones tinder a great hammer.

The age-old pull of the seasons of fish and game
still tugged at the chests of the men
with.the insistence of embeded fishhooks,
and when the great caribou migration started, c.

or Aptochrophal schools of sahnon
returned to Bristol Bay,
-when jagged leads began to appear
like great seams in the Arctic ice pack,
or the first dirty traillof springtime
showed in the snow on the sides of mountains
pinpointing bear dens . . .

came the inevitable morning
to Native families throughout the northland
when there was something different in the houses:
mai -ose up earlier than usual,
and with great de/ibertene

.,t; their travelling clothes,
drank coffee, talked very little,
and went out on the trail of their fathers.

/ Women stood in the doorways, saYing nothing,
no longer ableas hod always
been their customto go along behind.

Little children ran after .

their daddies' tirappearing bo, 1 -

helpless to prevent the leaving
or the growing distance betw ,

There were schools in the villages now,
. and the White Man's Law
said Native children had to learn.
Well, they would.

Vaudrin
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TOWARD A SYNTHESIS OF CULTURAL
TRANSMISSION PROCESSES

Jim Stricks
dross.cultural Edutation Dovolopment Program

Univorsity of Alaska, Fairbanks

Every cultural group has oven laced with the problem ol its own
J survival among diverse neighboring populations. Some process (either iix-

pficit or implicit) for transmittirig cultural values allll. illS111'illli Ohl (11111,1011
mont of appropriate behavim in the society's children*inust he established.

,
his procesS involves the tmorionsiion of the essential knowledge, skills, alld

techniques of the older generations to the younger ovres. Such skills include
. those irecessary 101' Sill %/Nal III WO 11,0111.d as well IS ill thi, Socio OC011Otllir.

environment ;intl their transmission Call he ll/l Olaf cattljolliall ill litrIllti of
informal and formal twocessvs. The informal occur ill an incideinal way,
often as immediatti need arises, in a mom al setting: the formal usually require
the eF.tablishmo!nt of an institution of some sort which specializes in controlf
int; such processes.md which usually is separated ill somAi sun's), from rho !ivw
'oral flow of sercraf life. Those processes of cultural II arasmission socialization,
,or formal ,:irel intortital education eXitil IO 01 oserve the traditional cultural
life of the society. .

A specific cultural groop's tlevelopment of transmission processes
depends noon two major interdctiliv factors:_ the nature and needs of the
child, and the goals of the socHy, I Consequently, oil 'II society is unique in
the details of its socialization processes and there is i (peat diversity ;mound

--. the world.2 In. Palau, an island in the Pacific, for lixample, children are'
taught in a painful manner that "people ar e not to be busted,"3 and this has
'definite rePercussions in the economic, rioliticel, religious, et cetera, sub-
systems of the society. In cpntrast. tho l Ilithians, another Pacific Island
group, ayery "solicitous and supportive"1 orthen children, thus engender-
ing trust and an atmosphere of relaxation. Although the basic physical needs
of children in these two societies are likely the same, the groups' impliq
goals, based on their collective adaptatioas in their respective ecological
systems, are dif ferent, and theielore deuiand Ow developMent of dif fereni
emotional .and intellectual alb ibutes for, the ndividual nwmhers of the
culture.

Similarlyi eductoional systems vary a great deal around the' world'
especially with regard- to their level of formality or informality. Chance5
describes some aspects of the informal processt3s of education of tlie Inupiat
Eskimo in northern Alaska as they Were before contact with the Russians
and Americans, Children learned t-he essentials of survival in lnupiat society
arid_the natural setting by actually participating rfirectly in the activities of
the hbusehold. Boys arTompanied their fathers or hunting trips while girls

..---
learned how to take care of thehouse, Religious and social lessons were
learned through informal mechanisms like evening story-telling with elders
orgames and play with the peer group. There was no specific place or time
fidat children learhal important things; whenever there was a need or occasion
for the transmission of traditional culturarskills or beliefs, such transmission
occurrerl. This was an adaptive situation sinee, in a harsh.environment like
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northern Alaska, a group that depended on hunting and gathering its food
ould not spend a lot of time educating its yOung in a sOedial place or at a

special time or in a special way and obviously would not need to do so since
most *of the necessary 'things could be learned in other ways more closely
connected to the daily lifestyle of the adults. They "did not have to worry
about relating education .to life because learning came naturally as a part of

European and American societies have ooveloped more diversified
socio-econornic systems with many more alternatives for an individual's.
Survival in the environment and society. As a conseque,-.ce, the school was
developed?as a formal institution designed to speulalize.in the transmission
of certain aspects of the cultural heritage. Developed originatly, to teach
children to read the Bible, the school slowly evolved to include man.y other
areas, so that now it has taken on a larger share of the responsThility fbr
transmitting wide range of cultural values, attitudes, and knowledge to:the
young. It has also developed as a training ground for all sorts of vocations and
.careers and has begun. to control, through educational sanctions, the gates
to certain .ecoriomic advantages. The school, of course, is a very.formal mode
of education; it "exists". only during certain times; five days a week, from.
9a.m. to 3 p.m. for only 9 months each year; a professional elite has grown
up to run it; special.buildings have been built co house it; its activities are
based on abstract, systems whloli t.)Et:crnt-., increasingly complex as one pro-
gresses through the grades and increasingly separated frorn the ordinary daily
life of the adult population. Although this American system Of education
has adapted somewhat to the highly complex needs of .the society Jo which
it developed, some critics would contend that it has becorrfe incepasingly
.maladaptive, and that it doesnot really meet the needs of the young people
anymore, nor.does it transmit viable cultural beliefs and skills.

At any rate, it can be seen that both ihe indigenous Alaskan and the
American culture -groups developed their own distinctly unique cultural
transmission processes according to their appropriateness for meeting the
specific needs of the societies in which they arose. What happened when
these different groups came into contact with each other in Alas.ka?

In a culture contact situation of this type, where one cultural.gro'op°
has a large population, great power, and great economic wealth, and where
the other does not, usually the former becomes the dominant group. Its
values, beliefs, and institthions take precedence over those of the smaller
group, whose members begin to accommodate themselves to the larger
group. This process is calle'd aCculturation. In Alaska, for several reasons, such
a process has not been entirely completed; that is, although many Alaskan.
Nifives have adapted some American technological and material elements as
well ps some social values and belief systems, they have not been completely
-a6culturated. Many are still able to 'practice traditional subsistence lifestyles
including huntind and gathering activities and their attendant social relation'-
ships. However, these are becoming more and more impossible4to maintain
with the influx of immigrants to Alaska and the development of mineral.
resources in the rural parts of the state.

Tffis state of affairs, of course, has had and continues to have certain
implications for the maintenance of continuity in the transmission of cullures
in Alaska. With the introduction of schools to Alaskan Native villages there
arose an obvious conflict between the AAferican and indigenous peoples
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_.--- goals and their' respective processe of cultural transmission. An Alaskan
.:' Native child was suddenly subjecte to at least twa patterns of life, two

'X value systems, two systems of beli f,-one ip his home, the other in the
school Not only that-such a child was subjected to at least two types of
transmission structures and methods-again one at home and the other

at school. SUch a segregated sySte-ra of cultural transmission could only
engender confusion, discontinuityp ur requited. expectations, ana ihsecurity:

Recent educational practittiol ers have attempted to overcome the
dissimilarities of content between these disparate cultural transmission
systems through such things as bilingual programs,culture. heritage programs,
Indian Education programs, et ceter. These all seem tobe steps in the right
direction because they attempt to reintegrate aspects of the two cultures.
That is, they attempt to bring some of the more traditional aspects of

Aliskan village life into the, classq)om; for example, they encourage the
continued use of the Nativb language and furthermore, attempt to utilize it
for teaching aspects of the dorn;nant culture. Similarly,.they encourage the
cors.inued engagemeat_in traditional ..ar_ts' and crafts, survival skills, and
technology not only. for their owin inherent value bdt to assist' in the
transmission of the indigenous culture. In this way, perhaps, the co tent of
the cultures in contact are partially 'eginning to be meshed and meldtd into a

hew viable.cultural.alternative. /
However, if the methods, th structure the form of the tra smission

process remairi strictly that'of the' dominant dulture, such a meshi ,g cannot
be entirely successful. Cultural content which is inextricably tic, nd to in
formal transmission techniques, as n the:indigenous Alaskan Na ive system
cannot readily be transmitted' v.it in a formal framework like the school
classroom without being signific3n ly altered. Thus, if some ki t cf 2-lutual
acculturative process is desired an a new cultural frameWork more amen-
able to the needs of rural' Alaskan residents is to be establishe , then some
alteration of the. processes of cult ral transmission institutioLatized in the
school must take place: What is n eded is.a restructuring of iuch processes

in a way which more closely reflec s the Alaskan village lifewa . The specific

attrib'utes of such systems would ary withlocation. Certain culture-bound
laws and regulations regarding education should be relaxer to-alfaw for
exPerimentation with alternative "dmicistrative and pedago ical structures.
Education would not have to take place in one building, sew rate and differ-

!ent \frOm all the others in the villa e, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., onday thrdugh
Friday, for an arbitrari:y selected nine months of a year. A could be con-

,

tinuous, a part of the daily life of the village, and particular! of traditional

-i- roles', methods, and processes.
With the establishment of th Rural Education Attend:nce Areas, the

. .

! .
people of rural Alaska have the d portunity to significantly !ter the Vali-
tional American educational institu ions in ways which will mor . appropriate-

° :
ly meet their own needs. It Is a difhcult task and one which the will have to
perform in their own way. It is up to the village people themse ves to make

dedisions concerning the education f their youth. Only tkrough their effort
-.and commitment will it be possi )le to integrate different li ways and

,ultural trainsmission orocesses by incorporating sor lf the raditional.
indigeno s education modes into t e formal educat'y cess. oreover,

in view o the increasingly frequent omplaints about) ladapti' e nature

of the tr ditional school systems ; America; such e... ,imentati n with
...,,



alternative forms among Native Alaskans, may also greatly benefit others in
the American society.

.

1. Watkins, Mark Hanna; pg. 427
2. Spindler in Beals; pg. 208
3. Ibid, pg. 210
4. !bid, p;t: 211
5. Chance, 1966
6. Yupiktak Bista, pg. 68
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EDUCATION AND THE
SUBSISTENCE WAY-O-F---LIFE

reproduced with permissiun from

Does One Way Of Life Have To Die So Another Can Live

published by
Yupiktak Bista

Bethel

The Yukon-Kuikokwirn Re\gion is considered the most 'back-
ward' in Alaska and as such.stands a chance of preserving its
culture through the educational system. It is our intent that.
by incorporatihg the study and practice of our culture in our
schools we can save this cultdre from which we come. It is
our conviction that the Vupik way of life can be saved and
only our young can save it.

Harold Napoleon, 1974

What kind of education will prepare our children for the uncertain
future that lies ahead? How can education give them the options to strike

their own balance in living on a combined .subsistence and cash economy?

How 'can we prepare our children to meet the unpredictable and difficult
circumstances of the rapidly changing world?

We did not always have these problems of the meaning and purpose
arid approach to education. Before the erection of school houses and the

introduction of professional teachers to whom Western civilization entrusts

the minds of their children, educdtion was growing upin a village. Education

was done in the home with 'the father, mother, grandmother, gr'andfather,
brother and sister, uncles, aunts, cousins, and friends. Education was also

.given by the weather, the sea, the fish, the animals and the land. Children

at a very early age came to terms with the elements. We did not have to worry

about relating education fo life, because learning came natbrally as a part.of

living. Educ'ation was the process of living, from the land, of s;i,..isting, of

surviving.
The coming of Western civilization broke this unity of education and

living: Suddenly survival depended upon kndwing a new'language, new skills

and new ways of relating to people and the world. Today we have errtrusted

the minds of our young to professional teachers who seemingly know all
there is to know. They are teaching a child how to read, write, repair a car,

weld two.pipes together. But they are.not teaching the child the most impor-

tant thing. Who he is: an Eskimo or Indian with a history full of.folklore,
music., great men, medicine, a philosophy, complete with poets; in short,
there Was a civilization, a culture which survived the harshest of environ-

ments for thousands of years. Now this culture and the subsistence wayof
life are being swept away by books, patents, money and corporations.

It is not our intent to wage war on Western civilization. We merely

want to come to terms w,th iton our own 'grounds. We do not dislike
Western civilization or White Man. We simply treasure our young and our

culture. It is our belief that both can live together side by :side, but not



necessarily eating out of the .same bowl. We can share potlatches arid
Christrrias together.

Most parents see school as a necessary and vital thing if their children
are going to share and take part. in the Western way of life. If we are to con-

.trol our own lives and run our own affairs we must each know the wa\is of
the dominant culture: And we must have well-educated.leaders who can look
after the interests of the Yupik people. But the 'shortcomings of the present
educational systeM.have to be recognized.

When formal education began in this region in 1886 with the first
Moravian Mission, people began giving up some of the mobility of the sub-
sistence pattern of living. In order to be near the school:they' had to forego
some traveling to hunting and fishing camps. But even though people have
become wen-settled in villages all of which have "schools, the achievement
rate for Native children has remained far beipw the national average. In 1960
the average educational achievement tevel in this region was only 2.6 years.
By 1970, the average had risen to 4.6 years. -

Underlying the high dropout rate and absenteeism among students is
the fact that school is an alien atmosphere for the children. Well over 90 per
cent of the Native students in this region enter school speaking Yupik Eskimo
which is spoken within the family as well asthroughout the entire corn-
munity lifc. Their lives become ordered by the ringing of bells anctthe calling
öf roll. They begin learning about buses, cows and chickens, thanksgiving,
baseball and spaceships; all cif which may be interesting, but are nevertheless
foreign to the village. Parents within this region have stated over and over
again that acculturation and adjustment to Western society is nnt and cannot
be a goal of education. However, a student's adjustment to the school envir-_
onment demands ecculturation which in turn represents a loss of traditional
Values and increased isolation from his own culture.

Look at the children at the age of five or six when they begin going
.to schbol to learn their ABC's from the adventures of Dick and Jane and their
sense of history from the lives of .George Washington, Franklin Roosevelt
and Richard -Nixon. The young children cannot identify with this way of
living and these people. And so, as they are being prepared tcigo out irito the
world, they, begin to lose a sense of their own identity, their own place ,and
persoh.

This prikess of alienation continues'and even accelerates when the
children-reach high school age. To attend high school they .are usually away
from their home most of the year..Their courses are designed to prepare them
to go on to college and then qn to various careers and professions. They are
oriented -toward finding the best paying jobs. Their lives become organized
to the clock; the working day instead of the routines of living in a village. .

Although the' modern education system can give the children many
skills that will be valuable, the process is dsually very hard on them. During
the time the children are eway at school, leerning more and more of the
skins that it will take for them to. live in the cities and become leaders in
that world, they are learning less and less about their people and themselves.
When they come back eduCated they are no longer the same children that we
b.ice saw leesve for school. Some of them return home after so many years
-id are strangers to their own people. But much worse;they are stranger

the msel . \
It has always been difficult for parents t send their ciiildren from their



village to go,to school. Their sadness has been balanced by the belief that
this was necessary for their children's future, so they could make their way
in a changing world. Now many of these parents are realizing that the educe-

- tionsystem has a great weakness that is leaving many children unprepared to
live either in the village ,r 4k.1 or the outside world. It doesn't develoP and

, strengthen a childi owr . .image and confidence. His education doesi.'t
help him know who he is or where he came from. His education leaves, him
stranded somewhere between the village way of life of his parents and' the
white way of life he has been taught in school. He is, between two worlds,
not really belonging to either.

_Education and Survival
Our young people are often not prepared in.practical wa9s to live in

either world. Their high school programs suppOsedly lead to 'careers and
professions, but all too often the young peoOle can not find jobs. Employ.;
ment in the region is scarce, with many skilled jobs going to white people
who gained experience outside the4region. Some young people migrate to
the cities where there are more opportunities, only to find they are not
prepared for the competition of the wage earning market place.

Likewise, the young people are often not prepared to live in the bush.
.During their student years they have not been learning ill the skills neces-
sary to subsist off the land. One result of their studies has been that many
have not had the opportunities to learn how to hunt, fish, prepare food and
make clothing. If subsistence skills are lost: there could be tragic con-
sequences to the l'upik people who have by nature been self-sufficient.
People have survived in this region only because they have known how to
draw food, clothing and shelter from the land. In this time we are livihg now,
people are tempted to depend upon money. If a person has one skill thaecan
earn him money,he can go to the store and buy food, huy clothing, buy
plywood and 2 .x 4's to build a house. But there is great danger in this. In-
flation is driving up the costs of everything so that one must work more for
less. We. have,also seen that there are sometimes shortages of storebought
things. Sometimes one cannot find tile food One needs at the store. Some-
times clothing, fuel, building materials and other things "are not available.
If a Person knows Only how.to live from the store, he will be lost if one day
the things in the store cost too much or are simply not available. But if the
person also knows how to live from the land he will survive.

Until recently only a few radical economists and environmentalist:
dared suggest that there are limits to growth and wealth, that there could be
a world economic crisis. But recently we have heard the President of the
United States warn that a recession'or depression Might come. We hear world
leaders warn th'at the world's economic systeM may collapse, that there maY'
be widespread famine. But it is not hard to imagine our difficulties if such
an economic disaster come's. IfYstoreboug4Lsupplies become scarce across
the nation, our region will. probably,be one le the first places in which they
disappear altogether. If there is'nothing in the stores '

'mOney.will be'Worth-r
less..

Ant, if money is Worthless, the cash earning skills.we have been taught
will be worthless. The people who will survive will be ipe ones who have the
skills to live from the land.

As a ppople and as individuals we must consider very carefully r: ow our



education can Make .us dependent upon the Western economic system, tht
future of which, is unstable at best. If our children are educated just like'
other children in Anchorage, and Des Moines, Iowa they will grow to. be
just as dependent upon .the Western economic system. Our children could

come to be just as vulnerable as anyone to the fluctuations of the stock
market and the whims 'of Arab oil dealers. But if the education our children
'receive helps them retain some of the subsistence skills and self-sufficiency

. of their ancestors, they will carry imo the uncertain future tools which may
make the difference between surviving and perishing in difficult times.

Subsisting and surviving require different skills in different places.

The knowledge one needs to survive in Harlem is different than the know-.

ledge one needs to survive in mid-Weitern fern,' .country. Men living in the
junglei'of Brazil must 4<now certain things to live in their environment; men
living in the highlands of Nepal must know other things. The. Yukon-KuskOk-
wim Delta is a very demanding environment which can seem hostile to those
who Jo not know its' ways, but which can provide life to those who know
how t live with the land. Education of children in this region should equip
them to live with the land.

Even if there is never an economic collapse, subsistence skills and
knowledge of the land and waters will b.e invaluable. Such knowledge will
,permit Yupik people to live a fuller, richer life. And it will help them se,
protect and ma'nage subsistence resources in the context of the modern
world. As long as subsistence resources continue to be the resource base of
this region, knowing how to use them, and care for them will continue to
be extremely impOrtant.

Just as important to the subsistence way of living as the skills of hunt-
ing and fishing, sewing and preserving foods are the ways of cooperating and
working together. As elaborate as the moderrr classroom may be, it is still
not equipped-to really teach children the ways of sharing and helping other;
that has in the past been learned in the home and village. In fact, the com-
petitive atmosphere of modern schools in many ways works at cross"purposes
to the cooperative atmosphere of traditional Eskimo education. This con-
flict is so fundamental that Pat Locke, a Sioux Indian wise in the ways of
both- Native and Western education, once said, "that all the differences
between the two processes of education stem from .the fact that the purpose
of Western education is for the individual to find ways to excel and promote
himself, his career, his life; whereas, the purpose of Native education has
always been for the individual to find waYs to serve his family, be a useful
part of ,his community, to work for and with his people."

.

In our region, in our past, sharing and cooperation have riot been just
social niceties. They have been ways of survival. If everyone were just locking.
out for himself, the Yupik culture would have vanished lonc 3-1. It has
been through , sharing and helping each other that people have surviged.
Children learned these ways naturally as they grew up in the villdge. It is a

. great event when a boy gets his first seal, not' just because he 1-.as proven

himself a hunter but because he has something to share with others. His
first seal is divided arnong people in the village, first to the older people
who can no longer get seals themselves.

Frank Nokozak has related how, he learned the ways of sharing and
helping others: (John Paul Jones interpreting)

You know what the older people used to do for him? They
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.would share their things witit the pecVe mho did not hue
them. He did this for the people who did not have ... When
the people come to his place, he gives them food. People go
to his home to ask for dried fish. He'gives dry fish to those .

people because,they need it. He said he wouldn't be like that
, if it. wasn't for his dad,who used to tell him to always be kind
and give to the people who do not have. His dad used to
t,|i him to be that way because you only live once. The
people are born in one time and die. He repeated that it Was

his dad that taught him always to be kind and share.1.

The classrooms can neither teach the skills nor impart the values and char-

actee which link the children to the subsistence way of life of their culture.

Building a New Way of Education .
The proces4 of young people losing their identity and not being prepar-

ed .to, cope with 1,fe is costing us many.young people each year. And each
year our young people seem a little less self-sufficient, a little less able to
from the Ian These Rroblems have been growing. since our first contact
with whalers, tr ders and missionaries. How can they be dealt with? We do
not have ready-r ade solutions. But we do have a starting point and a direct-
.ion in which to head. To make education more meaningfal for our children
w, must start with our people in the villages and proceed to develop an
educational process that combMes the learning of ABC's and algebra with
our traditional values, skills, and ways of living and learning.

. To liegin developing this' type' of learning process, Yupiktak Bista
started in the spring of 1974 a Cultural Heritage Program in which students°

as the Bethel and St. Mary's High Schools returned to villages for two weeks.
During this period, older people in-the village taught the students their own
history and traditional skills. A live-in learning experience was chosen over a.
"Nlative studies" course because such courses set students up as observers
much the same way a birdwatcher studies a bird or an anthropologist studies

a culture. If the student is just a watcher, he remaini inactive when he should
be an active participant and he can actually becornefurther disassociated

from himself and his culture. Only bit "living" his own culture wii; a student
come to appreciate, understand and be a part of it.

In de,eibing the Cultural Heritage Program .to some students, Peter

Atchak, who. helped get the program started once said:,
When cf.:3u get to a village the older people will tell you
stories about how thingi were a, long time ago. The
women will tea&I the girls how to be women. And fhe
men will teach the boys how to be men.

So it was that students went out to villages, often not their home villages;

to live with foster parents who could teach them traditional ways. As..P...efol-
lowing cOmments by the students reveal, it was quite an experience for them..

A boy who went to Hooper Bay said:
Activities I participated were th? Eskimo dance and-
telling stories to the old people (testing my skills, wriether
I knew or not the stories they told rne;they let me do
the talking the day after they talk.) What I made during
the cultural heritage program was the spear, the spear
handle, fish hook spear, fish hook spear handle. ivory
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ring, a model seal out. of soap. stone, a parka, water boots out
of seal skin, and information about how to Make sleds, boats,
and drawings of the old. The new skills I learned were,to bal-

ance on tolgt the wavy sea in kayak, and throw a spear
without tipping over ..ner a lot about hunting in the sea with
just the.kayK.

I Man, it was all right! Because, they were open to me as well as
to my friends who went down tp Hooper Bay. I would like to'
go back to a vIllage where I stayed. And I was just getting
dreaming _with the old people. They brought me to their
world. They let me feel I was old when ['got out of their
stories.2

Another boy summed up his experiences in Toksook Bay by saying:
All of these .projects were of an advantage to me, cause I

have never really gotten into ,Esicimo culture. Now I have a
brief rnia6ing of how survival 'takes place, what skills were

led to become a man, and how to make things to live
oi of.3

Staff of the Kuskokwim Health Corporation said:
. . especially noteworthy to us has been the. 'reaction ot the,

students and dormitory parents to the First Cultural Heritage
Program. 'At a time when Bethel was experiencing some
'pre-breakup', behavior thp high school students returned
enthusiastic and in,a positive frame of mind. Therefore, we
would encourage the continuation of such a stimulating
program with many desirable mental health consbquences.4

The .high school nurse was.another person who noticel a change in attitude
and outlook on life. Peggy McMahon said:

In working with the high schocil, students as their nurse, I

have been able to observe their behavior and anitudes through-
out the school year. As alWaysthe first semester of sqhool /-
started out with high enthusiasm in both teachers and
students. However, there seemed to be a real let-down in
spirit after the Christmas vacation. Class attendance seemed to

, dpbp and I found many more students in my clinic with vague
physical complaints and emoticinal problems. It seemed that
many students were using the excuse of going to the nurse's
clinic, but just wanted to talk to someone about their rest-
lessness with school and desire to go home. More than the
usual number of students seemed to. be 'down' during the
months of January, February, and March. I think the in-
troduction of the First Cultural Heritage Program at this
tim6 was valuable. It came at the end of the third quarter
when spirits were especially low. I know thak. I was having
difficulty dealing with the negative and demanding attitudes
and behavior of many of the students rjuring February and
March. The Cultural Heritage Program seemed .to gi:e every-
one a chance to learn different thidgs %nd in a different
sesting than the school building. The first weqk after the
'Program I found that the students seemed happier; less
demanding and better able to cope with:some of their prob-
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lems. than they were before the two week program.5
Some of .the strongest reactiOns to the Cultural Heritage Program came from
the parents and old people who had worked with the. students. Hilma

Shavings from Mekoryuk said she felt this approaCh to education was:
. . iery important for Our children, since a'lot of our children

airc losing their own culture. I feel this program is a little bit
of a beginrring for ovr kids td see how their ancestors live to
survive in this land that while man would call 'harsh country.'
I feel this should be an ongoing program because even my own
kids don't .know how we have lived. They. haven't seen the
houses we used `to live in. My own girl, that's going to Junior
College, doesn't know. howtb sew how we do .. . 1 think this
cultural heritag3 program will help the students. You never
knQw what they might pun into during their' lifetime. At
least, in case they run into some hardships know how
to make their.Own things. if it's a girl; make their own clothes
and sewing and things like that. If it were a man/at least he
will know how to survive if he was out on the tundra. You'll
never know with' all these traveling by snowrnachines, air-

planes, outboard motors, if yo'u'll get to your destination.
At least they should kno how to survive without having to
depend on these convenien6 all the time.6

Also; emphasizing the importance o knowing traditional skills was Andrew

Brown of Mt.1/illage:
This program was'One of the best things that ever happened
in this area: The things our forefathers used to do is to good of
a thing to let it phase out. Who knows when the things the
students learn might be the ones for survival in case-of emer-
gency or anything that' will cut us off from the outde..worIO.
It could be for a short tirnior for a hong period. Our land
can still provide .us clothing and food. Our young people
should leagn how to tackle with these things. Our culture is
phasing out. Right now is the time to revive it back.7

In Chevak, David Friday said:
I've been home for a long time and I Was home during the
time the St. Mary's students, and Bethel Regional High School
students were at home and most .of the people participated
with the Cultural Program. Because of what's bev
happening some these people haven't been doing these
things. Then all of a sudderOthis Cultural Heritage Program
came to the people. It made an impression on me that these

people are learning tkat their culture is cool. I think this
Cultural Heritage Program helped the people out in the vil-
lages too. Some of them dug up cultures from the past to
teach these children. Ti-iey are the type"of people, I think,
that are caoght between two cultures. They don't know
what to do or how to make a living because they are confu.sed.

I think wti this program, it helped find themselVes in a
Situetion wIlere some of these Peolile weren't really too
certain of wptheyieally are, their real selves, where they'd
be satisfied a appy about it . . There were a comment
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from an old man who said, 'I don't want to pass this life
unless', I -p-ass .my knowledge to another younger person.' I

° think this Cultural Heritage Program has opened that door
to many/of our people.8 . .

!The Cultural ieritage Program is not meant to turn back the clock,. to.
. prepare young people to live just astheir ancestors did. Its purpose is to begin

building a new educational process which will be. based on our way of life.
The value, of passing on traditional waysis_not- because it is a way to turn

- from the .present_world,barb-e-CaTrsi it simply offers young, people the best
1-rap-CCITiThaking their way into a troubled and uncertain futur,..!. Knowing the
way of their Yupik \ancestors offers young people the invaluable qualities of
self-confidence, self-reliance and the ability to live from the land should they
choose to or should this beCome necessary for survival.

Modern education reflects the wiafs that Western civilization.appears to
have lost its way and no longer makes any sense. But we are now tied to this
dominant culture. We must know its Ways; we must have the necessary.tools
to cope with its problerhs and make u$e of its opportunities. So it is, that to
find ourselves as indiViduals and _as 4. people and Make bur way into the
future, we will need the knowledge and ways of learning of our heritage and
also the skills and knowledge of Western civilization.

How can a new process of education that draws from both cultures be
created? What pol4cy and institutional changes must be made? How will
new curriculum, methods and teachers be introduced? These are not easily

0
answered questions.

The difficulties of bringing abOut cl-kange in Ihe entrenched educatiOnal
system are many, but our experience with programs like the Cultural Her-'
itage live-in has shown us. that they are not impossible tO overcoMe. And
the baiis .for change toward an educationai process combining two cultures
must be an appreciation and acceptance of "multi-curtural equality." rn
eduCation, multi-racial equality_ recognizes that Native students 'are still
Native people. Many of them may prefer to speak the language of.their
people and to live in villages as 'hunters, fithermen,. wives and mothers,
rather than enter the competitive and materialistic life of the cities. Their
education should prepare Ahem for this way of life. It should not, as the
present system does, cut off this option. And all of our children, even those
who _go on to college and prbfessions beyond our region; need ;o know their
roots in the subsistence way of life of the Delta in order to knoW themselves.
So it is that the education of all our young people must include learning some
af the old ways and learning how/to subsist on the,Delta today.

Multi-cultural equality implies that parents and greifdp-arents'should
. be involved In the educational process, as teachers, advisors, counselors,

administrators, and school board members. A man or woman who has lived in
a village all, their life and perhaps has never gone to high sChool may 'never-
thelesS have more . meaningful ideas about high school education on the
Delta than a professor armed with, degrees and years of experience.

The wisdom of our old people should be respected at lea, -. much as
,

the knowledge of the school teacher. Each finds within himself a balance
between the elements of these two heritages'and wayi of life. Education
should help keep Options, open for young people to live ifferent kinds of --
life styles. TIle classrooms elould not close the doors 'n the subsistence

;wey of life that has been a".bod way of life for the Yupik people for thou-
sahds of years.
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FOOTNOTES
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THE SCHOOL CULTURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM:
SOME QUESTIONS

by

Jan Gibson
Kuskokwim Community College, Be She!

.Introduction
It is probably safe to say that most teachers and administrators in

schools serving Alaskan Eskimos and Indians have at least entertained/the
idea of- incorgorating local hktory and cultural heritage, into the sthool
CuriiculuM: ?$e demandfor minority rights nationally, the issues tgged as a
result of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and the availability of
federal grants for cUltural heritage projects have inspired numerous attempts
at teaching Native students about their own traditions. Unfortunately,.many
of -these programs have been planned without adequate research, have had
questionable results, and have not continued as a regular part .of the
curriculum upon the termination of the initial project.

Many advocates of cultural heritage p-Ograms do nor seem to realize
that a good program or project requir'eS careful planning and thoughtful.con-
sideration of the issues involved. There ge .ajor questions'which must be
answered as part of the planning process. One of theSe questions is, "What is-
the local cultural heritage and how -does one find out about it?" Most educ..1-
tors have no background in the subject and little in the way of the texts,
audio-visual aids, and expertise .which are aVailable, to them in curriculum
areas such-as math and reading. Although there are bobks whieh offer infôr.
mation about Alaskan -Eskimos and Indians in general, there is often little

written
about the background of any one locality.

The purposes of any particular program should be given careful con-
sideration. Enhancement. of the student's identity as an Indian or an Eskimo
is often given as the rationale for cultural heritage programs. Is' it likely to be
true that an Eskimo fifth grader will feel more confidently Eskimo if he
learns how to carve an ivory seal? Or is it important that he learn hOw to
make some of the traditional crafts so that he can sell them and supplement
his income? There are other questions. What is the feeling within the com-
munity about cultural heritage studies? Do local people realli want these
things taught? If so, why?In what way do they value them? How can infoi-
mation about the students' historical past best be presented and.who should
do the teaching?

In an effort to deal with some of these questions ai -they apply to
one Eskimo community, I took photographs and examples'of traditional
craft work to Nunivak Island in the summer of 1972 and conducted inter;
views With 62 Nunivakers between the ages of 6 and 72. The purpose of the
study was to clarify the relationship of present day Nunivak Islanders to their
art heritage and to make some recommendations for curriculuNlevelopment..
The interviews included questions about the traditional crafts\kof Nunivak
Island and related stories, dances, and songs.

Dye to the relative isolation of Nuhivak Island, e-traffitiOnal Nunivak
way of life was not seriously threatened -byOutside influences until after
1940. As a. result, there is more written information about Nunillak arts than
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about most others in the Southwest Alaskan area. A review of the literature
showed .that this particular part of the world was a center for excellent

- ivory carving, wooden 'dish, utensil, and mask .making in the nineteenth
century and, to some extent, ip the early years of this century. The women's
crafts of basket making and skin sewing have persisted into the present.
Little is, known of prehistoric art in this region and -there are-no compre-
hensive studies of ance craft of the area other than mask making. All of
these crafts are represented in publications ahdin museums throughout
the world.

Resultk of the Interviews
The results of thejinterviews with Nunivakers can be summarized as

follows:
1. The older the interviewee the more likely he was to recognize tradi

tionat art work and to understand its original purpose. Th`e old people were
'the only acknowledged aUthorities in these matters. It was clear that tradi-
tional craft skills were not being. passed On to the younger generations.
Although most of the interviewees did some type of .craft work,.-only the
older ones were inclined toward the traditional crafts included in this stirdy.
More girls ahd women than boys and men did some type of craft work.

2: Masks which 'were close in, appearance to recent Nunivak-masks
were, recognized by more people than other styles, and, in fact, response
to older area-wide styles was slight. .

3. Masks were not in use in the village at the' time of thg study and
had nOt been .so for., many years. Only the oldest interviewees had actually
seen mas'ks used in dances and ceremonies. Wooden dishes were apparently
not in use-at all at the time.of the.study and carved ivory objects were no
longer produced primarike for local use. Grass baskets were still made partly
for use and the other women's craft, skin sewing, was the.most functional
oeall the traditional crafts at the time of the study.

4. When asked which crafts are most important today, members oteach
sex tended tO emphasize the crafts made primarily by members of that sex.
Over all, ci'afts were rated the most important to the least important as
follows: mask making, skin sewing, grass Work, ivory carving, and wooden
dish and utensil making. The crafts made primarily by. men, (masks, ivory,
and woOden ware) were termed important mainly for their sale value whereas

..the crafts made by, women, grass Work and skin Sewing, were made both for
sale and for use.rNearly .eyeryone interviewed wanted Nfunivak children to
learn .about .the crafts, stories, songs, and da. -es, which were discussed
during the interviews. Interviewees indicated very Httle belief that the child-

: ren would ever sell or use the craft items and placed more emphasis on
group identity values.

5. Most people approved of the idea of sharing of Nunivak traditional
arts and activities with other Eskimo villages, and, to a lesser extent, with
White children. Nunivakers stated very strongly that they wanted Nunivak
chifdren to be taught about. Nuni-vak things by Nunivak people.

Discussion
Takei together, the tritefviews and the review of the literature in-

dicated a pattern of changing values.which have been associated with the
crafts over the last o-ne-hundred years. In the nineteenth aid early twergieth



centuries, the crafts were made for use within Eskimo culture. They can
be said tc. 'lave had utilitarian value as oppOsed to sale/trade value.

When local materials, religion, and social practices were replaced with
materials and ideas from the "outside," and Nunivakers became involved in
the souvenir trade in this cenSO4..many crafts lost much of their utilitarian
value. At the same time that manufactured items becaMe available, a market

_

for craft iterris opened and the crafts were then tra 1 ed for goods-or sold for \
money. At that time, probably beginning in .the 1920's, the reasonS;for .

making many of 'the crafts objects became less fo 'personal or family bse

than for sale or trade to outsiders. The crafts can be said to have gained an

economic v-due which they did not have before. .

Now, indications are that this value, too, ma iy be disappearing as the
oider. people who know how to produce these things pass from the scene
and other ways to' obtain ca.sh become available,. Ior example,. most of the
interviewees had no real expectations that the viillage children would ever
make crafte either for their own use of Ifor sale, and yet, they nearly all
wanted the . 'iildren to know about them. These things seemed to be gaining
a new importance, not because they were to be used or sold, but solely'
because they were identifieclos Nunivak Eskimo things. The emerging value
was cultural identity value. It cannot be said that this type of value was
,not previously attached to the crafts; that is, that they were not valued for
their "Nunivak-ness,f_ or their "Eskimoness," but in t.Iditional tifnes there
was no pressure to make an issue of It. In precontact and early contact times,
the local value system was not jeopardized by outside forceh. The issue of
ethnocultural "identity" had no meaning when nearly everione, regardless of

whether Mainlander or klander, subscribed to essentially the same cultural
patterns and system of values. .

. The reasons for the new valuing of Nunivak Eskimo things by Nunivak
. Eskimos may be speculated upon. Perhaps publicity concernin6 minority
\ rights from the "outside" or the political climate involving the Native 'Land

claims issues has affected 1ocal opinion. It may\be that changed attitudes of
some personnel in agencies and institutions toward Native cultural heritage

., and accompanying grants for studies and programs have had their influencë:-
.

Or, perhaps increased sophistication on the part of residents in regard to

! the effects-Of "acculturation" on the local value system has occurred. Most
likely, a combination of events arld circumstances has stimulated thinking
which has led to the hew valuing of Nunivak arts. .

Whatever the causes, certainly a question is raised in regard to the
relationship 0 cultural he, itage studies and the concept of identity. If an
interviewee knew nothing about the crafts, it,he hod never used them, and

therefore had no basis of association with his cultural gr,.....,p until the inter .

viewer appeared on the scene, and told him that these were Nunivak or
Eskimo things, how could these things be a par't of his identity, a concept

which Erik Erikson spoke of as being an "irreversible historical fact"
(1968:11) or the basis of the feel,ng, ".1 am," or "! exist?" (Cohen and
Brewer, 1972:10) The answer may be thatif he had already established the.

category of '"Eskimo things" or "Nunivak things" as valuable, and as. a
part of himself, then 'he needed only to learn that sa piece of craft work

'belonged to the valued category in order to value and accept it. Certainly ,

the older people, who had known these objects -; parts of their lives, could% ,.

be said to identify more closely and automatically witht some of the arts ;..

,



and crw ts, but the desire of the yOunge people not to lose these th. ngs,
even when it is obvious that the crafts me n little,to them in terrrs of their
practical, ei;eryday lives, is not to 'be discouii ted.

Also, it would aPpear that an element of choice is po..sible H iden-
tification with a group cif people or the things that one associates with
that group. Erikson seemed to agrce that the inclusion of things in 'one's
identity or' the things one identifies with an come from conscious choice
although this will ofteh be done, in response to pressures that threaten\one's basic' value system (1964:93 . Fitzgqrald discus osed a related phen-
menon in ',is inquiry into, the corn lexity \ of acculturation processes and
the Maori of New Zealand. He implid that although one may never have
experienced aspects of, a given cultural herit ge, he may make them a part
of his ethnic identity, ;: ,en to having the identity withdui the culture
(1970:14). And, indeed; this would seem to be so. If, in the early thirties,
as .one Christian miss.ionar, claims, Nunivake,s "throw their idols into the
sea," (Almquist; 1962:52) and in 1972 they told me hat they wanted their
children to be taught about the traditional 1Nunivak 'hings, then chL c-

teernt possible, however it might be influenced by historical pressure.
A critic of this change in viewpoint might\ point out that people 0

,cling sentimentally to ia way of life that is passing before they give it
good. Erikson might.ludging from some ot his cOrnments on similar subjects,
be' inclined to saV that the Nunivak people, tnreatened with, the rush of
acculturative influences now hope to bolstet a tenh.:tive sense of centrality
or ethno-culttiral self with things that are no longer relevant to their every-
day lives. HA might' even wonder whether .they are attempting to maintain

a "synthet identity. What seems important to this writer is that the in-
dividual acictipts himself and his own background, ethro.coural, or' other-
wise; and lii.:cessfully integrates it into his personal whole ^ sense .of be-
longing to a shar:d past a.,d a shared future with the grout. h whicit one
associates himAlf-would most iik:Ily facilitate this integration. .

,, The problem is that Nunivakers have grown to aduhhood An a ,culture
which had traditionally.passed.on its values, history, arid religion.by means of ;

obsvvation and the oral tradition. With the 91-Aerobia traditional actiVities i
partially. gOne and the oral ..ri....;tion interrupted by Western schooling, it
is very difificult for Nunivak young people add children, under present cir- ,

cumstances to iearn much about their own hisiory which could.be integrated .i

into a persOnal whole. To complicatc the situatidn, Nunivakers who complete i

eighth gr de usuallv go pr to a boarding schoul away from home for their
.high sch l years. !n the case of the Nunivakers, the rtiechanim for trans-

. mining t. e F.skimo .pait has been, displaced bv a mechanism which trans-
;nits other content. The content is the heritage and value system of their )
cultural "in-laths," the members of the dominant national culture'. ,

HoWeVer, as shown in' the interview results, there now exists a con-;
viction among the Nunivakers that there is an. Eskimo cultural heritage,:

Ialthough Whatthat. heritage is does not seem to be entirely clear, either
!.to manY cif the Nunivakers or to those who have written about them. Most
ii interv,iewees' felt that whateiver it is is tied in some way to the.old people

in thi villege' and embodied in their memories and skills. Along with this /is
a strong desire: to have those things which are identified as lg "Eskim6",
valued. and respected and tadght to the younger Nunivakers, regardless:of
the antiquity or lack of it of the objects or traditions: .

.



Recommendations for School Programs
The strongest :mplication of this study is thdt the younger people

should learn about Try.] itional Nunivak arts. It is a temptation to recommend
that the village school immediately begin to teach Eskimo history, arts, and
crafts, and other aF,Jects of Eskimo cultusal heritage. However, it-would be
wise to. think of what the interviewees said in response to the question,
"Who do you think knows the most about these thing?"The okl people in
the village Were cited as the authorities and were the ones whom a substantial
proportion of the interviewees wanted to teach the children. Because feelings
about the Nunivak past appear to be tied closely to feelings about the oldest
peop'e in the village, the desire to have theth act as teachers should be re-
spected.

Also, while some teachers have read and studied Eskimo history; the
teacher's access to knowl-dge of such matters is likely to be largely that
which is available in the hterature, and the available literature seems to be
both limited in detail and written from the interested and often sympathetic,
but nevertheless ethnocentric viewpoint of people who were not 'a part of. the
culture. 6bout which they are writing. Their records may be of' value in
explaining Nunivak arts to outsiders or ',1 organizing materials, 'but should
not be used as the sole source of information when knowledgeable older
people who grew to adulthood within the traditional culture are available.
An exception to that might be the- presentation of such traditional arts as
nineteenth century masks, which no longer exist in the village.

It is this writer's recommendation that the following guidelines be
utilized .for the teaching of Eskimo arts on Nunivak Island and other places
in similar cultural circumstances.

1. In the formal school situation, Eskimo arts should be given their
own place jr, the curriculum. A culture) heritage program need not be limited
to the items discussed in the study. They were intended to be only represent-

ve of traditional arts. Nunivak Islanders and . 'her Eskimo groups have
produced a wide variety of items which were part pf the material culture_as_
well as stories, dances, germs, and songs which At:re net spcifically mention-
ed in' the literature; but which are still known to a* least some villagers.

2. The stance of the school system the liniversity, er any other agencies
or organizations working in the area of cultural heritage should be facilita-
ting rather than directive. Educational organizations should provide the
mechanism whereby the mbst likely environment for the teaching of know-
ledge and appreciation of the traditional arts would be fostered, but the
.choice of whether. or not to pursue this or that approach should t,e left up
to the people in thb village and the local school.boards. Some things cannot
be decided at all by outsidel s. For example, one factor c..;mpricates
any scheme for teaching Eskimo arts is the matter of current . J' 31.15 beliefs

and.resUlting attitudes toward the pre-Christian use of the masks. The masks
and dances had a central role in traditional Eskimo religioui ceremony. Any
person who deals with- cultural heritage studies must be careful to take into
consideration local sensitivity to the traditional symbolism and function of
masks and,dances.

3. Whenever possible, older village peolle should be employed to teach
younger. people about these things. Responses to the interviews indicated
that an initial effort on the part of tha Bureati of Indian 'Affairs to de just
thiS thing .was wel; received at Mekoryuk. Since there seems to be an existing



concensUs as to which people in the village know the most about the various
"okl time things," it should not be difficult for an advisory school board to

identify appropriate teachers.
School teacher aides and other regularly employed paraprofi

could be responsible for part of the presentation and organizing of the local
Eskimo arts, program because they often give a continuity to the school

program by their year to year presence and they should be closely attuned to

community,feelings.
4. Currjculum materials snoukJ be levelopeci which will be supportive

of the teaching of cultural heritage, The schools can present some things

which have been collected by early explorers, missionaries, and anthronolo
gists and are beyond the memory of the old people. A danger of distortion
lies in the. translation from the oral to the, written tradition in stories and

history, and from the three dimensional craft with a decorated Surface to
the photograph or drawing on the flat page.and from the use of Yu'pik to
English. However, within the present circumstances, this is partially unavoid-
able and it is mentioned as a' caution against a callous Wholesale presentation
of stofies and art work in printed form 'under the belief that this is totally
capturing anyone's "cultural heritage." In general, materials should be pre-
sented as directly and as close to their original forms as possible.

5. The attitude of the school personnel should be neither condescend-
ing toward Eskimo arts nor should teachers insist that studentsdo or study
only Eskimo art. One of the most helpful functions of the school in this
regard is that it can help show students the rightful and unique place which
Eskimo arts hold in world art. Teachers should encourage an integrated
viewpoint rather than sUggest that there is an either-or choice to be made.

Further Study
1. Evaluation components should be written into culfural heritage

projects.. The focus should be on an enhanced sense of identity and would
probably best be done by field methods which involve participant observa-

tion procedures. Local school personnel, including paraprofessionals, could
employ theie procedures in an informal .manner or community members
might want to be trained and utilized. It should be fairly easy, througl.. the

use of simple questions, to find out whether or not students know anything
about it, whether it has any place in 'their own lives beyond school, and

whether or not they think of it as related to their own cultural backgrou.

2. There is still a need for further research for materials development
and for scope and sequence in developing a cultural heritage curriculum.
Very little has beenowritten, for r ;am pl e, about the women's crafts of grass

basketry and skin sewing. Also, further investigation might show that there
is a Culturally natural sequence for teaching craft skills so that certain kinds
of things would be taught fo some age groups and other kinds of things to

other age groups.
3. Some comparative studies might be done concerning this particular

group of Eskimo people and other groups whose traditional !lasis of identity
has 1.1,:en threatened or obliterate J. It may be that ther: at. some unique
thirins ariou.. the Alaskan situation including the rise of an' int,Irest in cultural
heritage studies at a time when some of the traditional life style is Qtill in
tact. AttitJOes toward ethno-cultural ioentity in different groups might be
compared. Another kind of comparison might also be, made. If young Nuni-
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vakers have no sense of a Nunivals past beyond their parents, hose own
information inay _be limited, how are their attitudes towar,l themselves as
members of a group different from young people who hdv, hod their racial
and cultural histories taught to them and reinforced hy the total environment
of home, cbool, religious institution, and popular cultitie,
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FIELDBASED EDUCATION FOR
ALASK,' TEACHERS

Rarnhardt 6

Cross-cultu don Development Program
Alaska, Fairbanks

In the fol(owing peper'1 will atfempt to reconstruct the conceptual and

ovrational evolution of a program for the training of Alaskan native

teachers. I
will descrih:- the first six years of the program's developmelit,

focusing on those bspec ihot reflect consideration of the unique cultural

environment it which I rogram operates. I address.these issues from the

perspective of an acader tor for the program,since its inception.

My formal training is if, it hvpolo4y and education. To the extent that a

native point of view is expressed in this paper, it is a product of my inter-

: Pretation of that view as,a obn-pative, and snould be judged accordingly.

BackgrOund
The program, known originally as the AlaskaRordrie-a-cher Training

Corps (or ARTTC), was established in 1970 as a four-year experimental

program with the rotrimary piirpose of training native elementary school

teachers. The original proposal specified that the training would be field:

centered, and that it 'would meet the usual requirements for a Bachelor of

Education degree and an elementary teaching certificate. Under a somewhat

ambiguous administrative arrangement involving two universities and the
.State-operated school system, three staff persons (one representing each of

the above) were hired and cliarged with implementingthe program. Eleven

training sites were esta.blished in rural native communities around the State,

each with a team of four to eight undergraduate students (primarily ria4ve)

'and a full-tirne,. certificated "team leader."
Under these conditions, we (the three prk.gram staff and eleven team

leaders) set out .to produce teaChers. We began planning for a six week orien-

tation program that was to prepare everyone for the .years ahead., As we

proceeded, howeT, we gi-adually realized that our task Was not going to be.

" simply a matter of applying the. latest teacher training techniques to this,

particular group of students,. thus producing a new and improved breed of

teacher for rural Alaska. With this realization, we found it necessary to step

back and ask ourselves a few basic questions:
1. Why train natives to he teachers
2. What is a "native" teacher?
3. How do you train "native" teachers?

Why Train Natives To Be Teachers?
Our re;ponse to the question, "Why train iiative teachers?", was

to point out that nearly every recent study and report on native education in

the country recryhmended such action. In addition, there was the political

pressure from the natives themselves to icome a part of the action. But

that didn't answer the basic qu.estion, "Wh, It soor hecame ob.:ous that

we were moving into relatively, uncharted territory and the only landmarkF.

vVe could.see were a f ew. untested assumptions, such as:
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1 .
1 A native teacher fill be better able to assess'and respond to

the learning needs of a native child. This assumption
presumes that similarities in cultural backgrou.nd between ,
teacher and child will improve communication and thus
fost r greater mutual understanding and learning,

2..A 1.) tilie teacher will, provide a model with wNch native
stde Is can identify, thus motivating them to achieve

/ leater educational success. This assumption presumes that
a native teacher will acquire status ip the eyes of the native
community. .

3. A native teacherikill remain within the State and acquiie
greater cumulative teaching eXperience which will result
in a broader and deeper understanding of local educational
prOcesses, This assumption is sometimes ,viewed as "paro-
chialism, but it addresses the very [ cal problem of tram
sciencv. ,.

We proceeded with these as untested assumptions, because the State
had too few p:accicing native teachers to provide any basis for determining
otherWise. We, then, had .to explore another Ouestion, "Why have so few
natives become teachers in the past?" On the basis of our own training and
exrierience, we were confident that the native students possessed the nec-
essary capabilities to bec-orne teachers, so the easiest response to the question
wps to bial.ie "the system." Only a few Ndtive students were coming to the
universities for an education, fewer were enrolling in teacker trairting, fewer.
yet were completing a four-Year degree program, and of those who did com-
plete a teacher training program, only a small number returned to a native
comrriunity to teach. But blarning the system did not satisfactorily resolve
the question either.'So again, we had to postUlate some ideas through which
we could-determine how best to proceed with a program that was supposed
to address this particular Problem. Our assumptions were:

1. The university campus, as a, detached and somewhat im-
personal learning c.....,/ ir onn i e. 1 t , contributed to the. low
academic achievern. r.t re'P -4 ive students. Coming to
the university was orie y treet for many native
students. A successf.i! .pu. ,xperienc, ,L.quired familiar-
ity with and a.-lhercrte range of. socio-cultural
patterns, , man. nf 7-ompatible with the
attitudinal and req.)d ite.iiival in the
villag.P. Thus, a nati,,,e r ^rson who iw TO on
carrr.,i 7. often was no lorler satisfied with, nr a ;actable
to h( rne corm. mity.

training curriculum did not address.the need§
7)f .students desiring to teach in a physical and cultural
environment different from the unidemensional, ethno-
centrk: model arould which most teacher tr, ining programs
were designed. Contemporary tee:cher training curricula
placed a great deal of emphasis n preparing the teacher to
aSsess and provide for "individual differences." Sturfo.nts
wer,? -,eurated with a psychological perspective of !admin.:

tlac.hing, derived largely from the study of inoividuals
drid :n1 arrv)2s within Wectern society. While .-.uch train-
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ing may have been useful, and even necessary, it dkl not
provide an adequate perspecteive for assessing and respond .
ing to the melds of eildren in rural native communities.
Their individual needs had to be assessed within the context
of the 'broader sotial and cultunil environnumt within
which they existed,

Assuming then, that native teachers 'Nould provi,!e a uniqUe and desirable
service to rural native, communities, and that the detachmenof the campus
experience and the inadequacy Of the, teacher training curriculum were
partially regionsible ft), T e limited humber of such persons, we now RI a

rationale and some pointc cf departuro from which to proceed on our evolu-
tionary journey.

What Is A "Native" Teacher?
We did not proceed far, fr!wever, before we realized that in order to

develop and operate a teacher training program we had to have some idea
of wh .ve were trying to produce, or at least a direction in which to move.
We hu an .alterriative to the campus setting, in that the program wou'd w
largely ficid-centered, but we could not develop an alternative curriculum
until we had some idea of the kind of teacher we wanted. We could have
taken the traditional teacher training curriculum. and delivered it to the
students in ,the field, On' the assurnol'on that surh an approach would at
leatt succeed in placing some natives in, the teaGhing profession.. But this
approach would not capitalize on the unique .strengths thestudents might
possess as natives. Worse yet, it might.even destroy some of, those Strengths.

On the other hand, we could deviate from the traditional curriculum
by defining the teachers' role in the form of "competencies".and judge the
students' teaching ability on the basis of "performance criteria" assessed in
terms of "measurable behavior." In this way we would at least have some
flexibility ?! developing the program. But defining the:competencies required
for a "hative", teacher, proved to be an elusive endeavc for no prototype
existed. The handful of teachers of native descent in the state had all gone
through aAraditional teacher training program and were barely distinguishable
from other teachertt. In addition, no one prototype of teacher, native or
otherwise, could possibly satisfy the diverse cultural anc; educatiolial needs of
the rural native comittimitir ,. We were also concerned about becorn.ng too
boUnd 'up in the mccha .c; af a strict "competoncy-based" approach and
losing sight of the purpose of the program. The competency
approach, thefrefore, see.r,d more inhibiting than helpful for our purposes.

We knevv, from the ''rnited literature on the subject at the time (pri-
ma.ily Collier), that st. le differences between native and non-native
"teachers" in their relationsnips with native children appeared to have a sig-'
nifiCant impact on tesfrreSponse of those ch;!dren to fornial learning, even
thqugh the materials presented and the learning environments were otherwise

\ similar. The difference; seemed to be related, in part, to rnore compatible
'communication and interaction styles betwc i native teachers and students,
derived from prior associations and commor, cu'tural experiences. One of
our 'major concern; then, Was to avoid clestro,tioq those characteristics in

herent in the native person's attitude and behnior that might allow them to
relate more effectively to native children, Although vve still cou!d not def;ne
the Ultimate end product, we could at least now'state th'et the prog,lm would



attempt to protect and nurture the intrinsic qualities that the students
brought with them, But we were no further 'along in explicating those

qualities.
IWe were also aware that the institution of "schooling" and thu:., the

role of "teacher" as we know it today, were once alien notions in the r Aral
native communities, introduced i to the native people within this centur4 by

well-intentioned outsiders who only vaguely understood or anticipated the
consequences of their action:While "education" was viewed prinfarily as an
informal and life-long process prior to the arrival of schools in rural Alaska,

it had since become synonymous, with those activities thit occurred within
the large, luminated building' on/the hill, and had been further confined to
six hours a day, five days a Week, 180 days a year, Consequi iitly, the parents

and children in the remotest community in Alaska had developed expectaiii

tions 'regarding the role of "teacher" similar to those held in any other com-
munity where' a school, a classroom full of children, and a teacher existed.

Any effort to define the native teacher's rolii the context of a
specific cultural background was.further constrained by tne desire on thi oart
of the students themselves to be prepared to teach not only in a rural Alaskan
native community, but in any school in the country where an Alaskan teach.

ing Certificate could be parlayed as an acceptable license to teach, They did

not want a second rate education; We resolved, therefore, that the best judges
of what c6T-iffiliTter-rn-ate teacher would be the students we were about to
train, so the most logiCal coo .ci of a..tlun wds to obtain their assistance in the

development of the program. In that way, We could help the students define
their role as \we went along. Maybe in the end then we would have some

basis for determining whether a native could be a native and t teacher too.
Consequentfr, what follows is 'as much the product of iitudent thought and

that of the program staff.

How Do You Train "Native" Teachers?
With a few assumptions in hand to serve as guidelines, a limited con-

ceptual framework within which to work, a vague direction in which to
move, and a group of enthusiastic students to lead us, we ventured forthron
our journey. Following a brief getting-acquainted and settling-in period in
the field sites, all the students and staff caine together for an intensive six-
week orientation and work session. It was during this session that the essence

qf the program evolved.
The individuals from each field site, including the team leader, began

to work together, gradually forming a closely knit working team in which the
whole became more than the sum of it's parts: Team members assisted each

other in their 'work and openly exchanged ideas and opinions to their mutual
benefit. Native and non-native students viewed each other as equals and'
began to explore their similarities and differences. Natives from different
ethnic backgrounds within the State discovered they could learn muoh from
each other. They learned how to communicate and understand each other's

view through `direct experience. Once established, this interaction process
carried over on their return to the field sites: The native students learned
how to cope With "the wstem" from the non-native students, who in turn
learned how to coi,; with vitlage life from the natiVe students.

Following the return of the students to the field, we discovered that
one of ow earlier assumptions necued a broader interpretation: The native



t:r;

'
community, as a remote but intensely peisunalized learning environment,
was contributing to the low academic achievement rate of non.native s.tu
dents.- The non-native students, who comprised onefourth of the student
population, were responsible, for nearly qne.half of the drop-outs during
the first year. They were experiee 'lig the same problems of adjustment to
the native community that native students experienced coming on campus.
But while this approach created some adjustment problems for the non
native students, it proVided numerous advantages for the native students,
ar?d for the program as a whole, The delivery of the training to the rural
native communities permitted the native' students to control the effect of
the learning experience by allowing them to encounter it on their own ground
and on their Own terms; With the help of fellow team members, including
the team leader, the students approached their coursework as a cooperative
enterprise. When a stud,nt had difficulties with a particular assignment;
someone was close at hand to help hirn..ma. 'titilents did not feel
threatened by the instructors (y)m were sometime's 1500 miles away) or a
large. classroom environment, so they did not hesitate to provide feedback to
the instructors regarding the courses they were receiving. Instructors working
With the program frequently commented on the high quality of work and
degree of interest shown by the students in the coursework.

The most significant consequence of the fieldcentered approach was
that it permitted the native students to maintain contact with their own
community. Their relationships in the .:ommunity were often strengthened
and several students moved into leader,hip Positions as they developed their
abilities to understand and deal with comnrinity and school problems. Al-
though the native students were developing many skills and ideas of non-
native origin, they were learning and changing within the context of the
community, so that no major discontinuity was experienced:Changes within
the students and within, the communities were continually blended through
cohabitation, thus allowing for compatibility of interests and roles as the new
life styles evolved.

The same process applied to the native students' experiences in the
schools. They gradually worked their way into the classrooms and assumed a
variety of roles, sometimes adapting to the sitdation, other times adapting
the situation to themselves. In this way, each student was able to define and

carve out his own role as a native teacher in the school and community.

Curriculum
So far I have focused my discussion on two particular structural ele

me'nts of the training program, namely the team concept and the field.cent
ered approach. What about the "curriculum?" What were the students doing,
and what were they supposed to be learning during their stay in the program?

In the development of the training design for-the program, our concern wat
focused on the totality of the students' experiencenot just the particular
.courses they would teke. Thus, curriculum ma's viewed in its broadest sense,
as' encompassing context, process and content. In that sense, the team cbn-
cept and field-centered approach were integral parts of the curriculum.

The context was the .community; within which the school was viewed
as one element in the total educational expe'rience of each child. The students
spent nearly all of the first year living, working and studying.out in the com-
munity.. The training program attempted to capitalize on the resourut.s avail-
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able to the students through activities that brought tho students in direct
contact with the realities they wnuld face as teachers.

Within thy, context, the students learned through an experiential
process!.-that is, they came understand the world around them and their
role In It through direct experience. They learned how a community operates
by living in and studying their QM community. They learned how a claild
grows-by_interacting with and.observing real chikken. They fearned how to
teach by teaching. They learned how to learn, Worn each other as a team,
Most importantly though through this "confrontation with reality" process,
they learned about themselves and how their lives are affected by and affect
those around them, which sometime necessitated a cunSiderable reconstruc-
tion or the individual's view of "reality" and his role in it.

111 top of all this, we had the curriculurrcontent. This could be partial.
ly summarized by running down the co.'. Ikr on a student's transcript. But
the course titles cannot adequately portray the learning experiences associat-
ed with each course, particularly those offered in the field. The'field coUrses
were drawn primarily from the social sciences, the humanities, and education,
since these could Ge most easili/ adapted to, and capitalize oc the field set-
ting. So a course that appeared on the transcript as "Ahthropii1bgical Field
Methods" included, inherent within the course activities, a variety of cons
conlitant learning experiences not necessarily represented in the course
outline. For example:

1. The students Prepared a detailed map and household dir-
ectory showing all the buildings in their respertive com

. munities and listing the residents by age arid level ..r school-
ing. This brought them in contact with everyone in the
commerity through.,,a purposeful activity,'and resulted in
a doCument thaf was useful td many people in the school
and community, not to mention the specific field method
skills the students acquired in the Oftie-eSs. 'This activity
placcd emphasis on the participantobserver's role, with the
natiVe and ,non-native students sharing their observations
from an "insider" and "outsider" perspective. Each activity
was preceded by background reading and discussion, and
followed by analysis and writeup.

2. ,The students prepared and conducted open-ended and
structured interviews, focusing the questions on an, edOca-
tion-related issue that was of immediate concern to them-
selves or to some elerrent of the school Or community. Inv
this way they provided a -useful- service while gaining
experience in interviewing techniques.

3. The students constructed and administered a question-
naire to a sampling of Students, teachers, arid paren4,.
obtaining information regarding their attitudes on cei
win school-related issues. They compiled and analyzed
the data, and Made cornparisons to determine the- simi-
larities and differences in the three sets of responses. In

-addition to learning ahout sampling, and the ...t.engths and
weaknesses of questionnaires as a datagathering technique,
they stimulated a lot of discussion in,,the comrounity re-
garding the issues and were able to better underv.and some .
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of the problem% they WC I d tact? as leachrs,
4. Each studeRt selected an informant front the coml. nily

and prepated a "life history," focusing attention on the
eLcational development of the individual, This, activity
stimulated dialogue between the ittalents and other mem
hers/of the community,,and gave the students sore per
spective on the processes ot cultural transmission, culture
change, and acculturation, all of which are high1y signifi
'cant processes for teachers to understand in contemporary
Alaska.

5. The students at oach site were provided with film, camerirs,
. and a complete set of darkroom equipment, rlrid tr.oned

in ihe use of photograp4 as a reseorch technique. Each
team prepared a photo essay of their .:ommunity, including
a photograpc overview, incidents of social it 'iOn,

survgy of the technology vident in the commonly., and a

pictorial summary of theit own activities as a team. Mese
albums were then brought to the campus during the sum-
mer and shared with their fellow students from other
teams,. This enlarged their perspective on the c iersity of

cultures and envirruments existent within their own
State.

6. Fine all ol the, above information, along with a variety
of additional data, was compiled and reptrted in. the 'form
of :a community study. The-information contained in these..
rePorts was of subsequent use to the students, and in
several cases, accomplished useful purposes for others.
For example, the household directory compiled by the
students in one community was instrumerital in convinc-
ing the U.S. Census Bureau that they had made a 40%
error in the official 1970 census conducted tilt/same year.
In a community of 500 actual populdtion, ancerror of this
magnitude: can result in a drastic misappropriation
critici I funds and services that are allocated on a per capita
basis. uch results can stimulte a great deal of motivation
and ip1erest On the part of the commtinity as well as the
Stu(

I do not wish to imply that all courses were as able to capitalize on the

resources of the field rrtting as the one I have describe Indeed, many

courses were simpJy re-runs of the same courses as taught on ampus, 10 the
extent, however, that the instructors were familiar with the field setting and

able to adapt their course to idt setting, they usually did so. .

The conceptual and \thodological framework embodied in the cur;
riculum and program design drew heavily no tf social sciences, in particular,
anthropology. While this may be in pa tion of the educational
background of those of us'responsible foi rnic component of the
program; it did not occur rwithouf purpose c,. the students were

to eventually overcome the ethnocentric confines of thdexistinTeducational
system, and see beyond the usual narrow definition of conCepts such as
"sChooling" and "teaching,". they would have to develoP a perspective...that
transcends cultural boundaries- and provirtrs A holistic and adaptive frame-

).-
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work for assessing needs and resolving problems. For that perspective we
looked to the content and methods of the social sciences, We employtal the
concept of culture in its many and varied manifestations, as a warts to help
the students better understand and asSess thin needs of the children they wore
preparing to teach,'We Lewd the methods of anthropology to guide us in the

development and implementation of the program design, As du) program
evolverf,'We gradually developed a separate undergraduate curl iculum with
an interdisciplinary focus on cross!cultural education, wlnieli has since been

incor potato,' into the university's dirip ee of ler ings.

What Have We Learned?
Since the program was intended to be experimantal in nature, we have

taken advantage of the rare opportunity to do a lo,t of experimenting. The
whole program has, in effect, heen an experiment in the techniques of

'survival in a bureaucratic society. We have experimented with alternative
models in teacher education, We have experimented with different ap-
proaches to the delivery of academic coursework. We have experimented with
a variety of col aptual framewor ks for viewing the process of education. And
we have experimented with people's lives, to the extent that 1;\ 'awe

I ventured forth+, it h them into the unknown,
By 1974 we had completed a four-year cycle of the program aPd forty-

two of thci orirtinal sixty students had graduated, so we took stock of our
-..,.. experience and revised the program to expand on its stiengths and reduce its

weaknesses, We changed the team, leader role from a certificated teacher to
that of a university faculty member who remained in the field. but whose
responsibilities were expanded tri encompass a region rather than a single
communitY, In this way the ins ructors could become more familiar witht
student needs, and more students 'mild have access to the program.

,

We also expanded the currequlum beyond the elementary teaching
emphasis to include the preparation of bilingual teachers and teachars for
small rural 'high schools, and the' development of a norateathintidegred em-
phasis in "human resource development" to prepare persons for the edu-
cational development roles id the new regioPal and village corporations (see
(3affney, this publication). Sinee.'the program's efforts were exbanded beyond
the pre.....rvice training of teachers, the program name was changed from
ARTTC to tri Cross cultural Ebucation pevelopment Program (or XCED),
reflecting the trr -We pp' cation and focus of concern. In addition, a Masters
program in crc5sa Jltural :-ducaqon has been' developed and is now available
thiough the sami field !l:iivery system established for the undergraduate
program. i

.

So what have we learned from it all? In effect, we have learned most of
what I have presented above. -Although vye had some vague notions about
what we wanted to do in the. qeginnalg, we had no detailed, premeditated'
plan or preconceived model froln which to work. Since we were unable to .
,obtain an acceptable training.mchiel elsewhere, and we did not want to force '

- the 'students into abotentially ikappropriate model of our own making, we
decided to use a. process approitch and let the program evolve. What I have
described above as the programi is what we have learned and accomplished \
through a process of evolution. i

We also "i-avra learned that the single most important characteristic
that Program per;cinel rn,.it p .ssess, if such an approach is to succeed, is
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a high tolerance\ for ambiguity, Many parsons find it difficult to cope with
uncertainty and to proceed with little more than intuition and instinct as
guides, They seek Structure or closUre on a matter prematurely, thus reducing

the opportunity for flexibility and adaptability, Under iiontemporary
pressures for accountability and related demands for the (Jubilation of suec
ific Objectives and the development of flow charts in pursuit ot"\explicit end

products, it is indeed difficult to survive on a creed that di el.4s, "We will
know where we are going when we get there," So !!r., we havr learned enough

about what we are doing and where we are goi.1i .ii 'e to satisfy our own
needs for direction and to meet the challenges of e.. " step liong the way,
If we had tried to anticipate in tho beginning all that .(,, kl.... !low, wit would
have been overwhelmed and given up tong ago. 7't

We have learned many other things since we started our tourney that

have implications for what we are trying to do.:- Since some of these are still

vague and undocumented notions, and others are fundamental questions
that may not be resolvable, I will present a few of diem in.britif, summary
form here, as Points of departure for future discussion.

1

We have learned that it is difficult to be a native and a teacher too.
Many aspects of the two positions are incompatible and till deni..ulds Of the-

role'are enormous. On the one hand, as a native, the native t .acher is expect
ed to represent the community's interest in the school, On the other hand,

as a teacher, he is expected to represent the school's interest in the corn
munity. Until the functo, and format of the school is compatible with the
needs and cultural .mil ed 'of the community, however, compriamise

evitable for the native teikher. In addition, the adaptation is usually in i

direction of the .1rhool,,f r it is difficult to signifidantly change the rok
the teachel in the con t of a conventional school environment. S It
native teacher faces a. C t.th 22the more effective he is as a teacher, t he :,. ...

effective he may become at a native, and vice versa. Our concern
that placing native teachers in the schools may not significantly improvo the

'education' of native children, if the design of the institution itself d
change. But who is to change it, and in w!lat direction?.(See Barnherdt, ir

.. publication.)
. -We have learned ;hat our program may not really be traio,ing "t . 'Liters"

____...----rafter all. Six months/into their first year of teiching, we brought the first

group of graduates back together at a meeting to find out how'they 'were
doing in their hardwon profession. They related a variety ,of concerns,

particularly in r?ference to the day.to-day routine of teaching. They did not

-.. feel satisfied with such everyday teaching responsibilities-as lesson planning

and classroom managetnent. The concensus of the group was that they were

:., frustrated as teachers in the schools; because they had been prepared as

"educators." They felt more like general practitioners than specialists. Con-

sequently, many of them left,the schOols and took up practice in other type&

of educational programs. Our tendency, at this point, is to view this outcome

more as a success than as a failu're. .

We have learned that the literature un education, as.well as anthro-

,- poiogy, is often of limited uLe in-our pi.ogram. Almost all of the literature
no-many used to help prepare teuzhers for work with cultural minorities
assumes that the teacher will be from outside the culture. From the native
students' point of view, the literature is "culturally deprived." While such

issues as "familiarity with th_e_cuttwal background of' the children." dr

.)
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